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says The Mahogany Project’s 
Joelle Bayaa-Uzuri. In order to 
shift this narrative, the local 
organization is hosting a virtual 
Black Trans Empowerment Week 
November 13–19. Writer Lillian 
Hoang sits down with leaders 
Verniss McFarland III and Bayaa-
Uzuri to preview their lineup of 
online events. 

The Montrose Center also 
hopes to uplift Houston’s trans 
community by hosting its annual 
TGiving event. Wolf interviews 
the event’s organizers, who 
discuss the community’s long-
standing tradition of providing 
displaced queer folks with a 
Thanskgiving celebration. 

The holidays can be especially 
difficult for LGBTQ people, so 
this November edition highlights 
three Houston mental-health 
workers who share some valuable 
holiday survival tips. Writers 
Sam Byrd, Jenny Block, and 
Ryan Leach chat with Ty David 

information on transgender 
homicide victims who are often 
misgendered in police reports and 
media coverage. Roberts would 
often pressure news outlets to ac-
curately report on trans stories—a 
progressive change that has posi-
tively impacted the worldwide 
LGBTQ community.

There is a sad irony about Rob-
erts’ death occurring just a month 
before the annual Transgender 
Day of Remembrance (TDOR) on 
November 20. Many LGBTQ orga-
nizations used Roberts’ Trangriot 
blog as their primary resource 
to learn about and acknowledge 
the murder victims commemo-
rated at each TDOR. At least 33 
trans or gender-nonconforming 
people have been killed this year, 
according to the Human Rights 
Campaign, and a majority of these 
victims are Black and Latinx 
women. 

We too often recognize trans 
people only after they have died, 

In 1969, trans-
gender women 
of color paved 
the way for 
LGBTQ 
equality at 
the Stonewall 

Inn. But in the decades that fol-
lowed, civil-rights activists and 
the mainstream media focused 
almost exclusively on white 
cisgender gay and lesbian issues. 
Frustrated by this long-standing 
injustice, Black trans activist 
Monica Roberts launched her 
GLAAD award-winning blog 
Transgriot in 2006 to tell the 
stories of her people. 

This November issue of 
OutSmart highlights the life and 
legacy of Monica Roberts, who 
passed away from natural causes 
at age 58 on October 6. Writer 
Brandon Wolf recounts Rob-
erts’ courageous journey, which 
included becoming nationally 
recognized for providing accurate 

E D I T O R ’ S  N O T E

Lerman, Tara Bates, and Dr. ky 
Stanley, respectively.    

Finally, if you’re looking for 
more ways to stay entertained 
while socially distancing this 
month, don’t miss our previews of 
two upcoming events: Rice Uni-
versity’s Faces in the Pandemic 
exhibit, and the 12th annual 
Houston Cinema Arts Festival. 
Both events are offering virtual 
and in-person options to stay 
engaged while staying safe. 

Have a happy Thanksgiving! 

Lourdes
Zavaleta 

Managing Editor  

http:// karenderrrealtors.com 
http:// outsmartmagazine.com 
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tor, said earlier this month that he had already 
sought an “informal” opinion from the Texas 
attorney general’s office about the rule change, 
and that the attorneys agreed with Abbott’s in-
terpretation. “Your rule needs to match what the 
statute is,” Spinks said at the time.

Paxton, a Republican, has historically op-
posed expanded protections for LGBTQ people. 
Spinks estimated it would take 90 days or more 
to get a formal attorney general opinion.

“We are so grateful for the vote to keep the 
anti-discrimination protections in place,” said 
Will Francis, executive director of the Texas 
chapter of the National Association of Social 
Workers. “This is a recognition of the key prin-
ciple that a social worker’s personal beliefs must 
never impede a person’s right to self-determina-
tion or access to services.”

This article originally appeared in
The Texas Tribune.

N E W S

Protections for LGBTQ
and Disabled Texans Restored

Social workers will no longer be allowed to 
discriminate against the two marginalized communities.

By EDGAR WATERS, THE TEXAS TRIBUNE

A
fter backlash from lawmakers 
and advocates, a state board vot-
ed Tuesday to undo a rule change 
that would have allowed social 
workers to turn away clients who 
are LGBTQ or have a disability.

The Texas Behavioral Health 
Executive Council voted unani-

mously to restore protections for LGBTQ and 
disabled clients to the Texas social workers’ 
code of conduct just two weeks after removing 
them.

Gloria Canseco, who was appointed by 
Gov. Greg Abbott to lead the behavioral health 
council, expressed regret that the previous rule 
change was “perceived as hostile to the LG-
BTQ+ community or to disabled persons.”

“At every opportunity, our intent is to pro-
hibit discrimination against any person for any 
reason,” she said.

Abbott’s office recommended earlier this 
month that the board strip three categories 
from a code of conduct that establishes when a 
social worker may refuse to serve someone.

The governor’s office recommended 
removing language that prohibited social 
workers from turning away clients on the 
basis of disability, sexual orientation or gender 
identity. The reason, Abbott’s office said, 
was because the code’s nondiscrimination 
protections went beyond protections laid out 
in the state law that governs how and when the 
state may discipline social workers.

That set off an immediate firestorm of criti-
cism from social workers, LGBTQ advocates, 
and advocates for people with disabilities.

Tim Brown, a social worker on the Behavior-
al Health Council, complained that he had been 
the subject of much criticism after the board’s 
earlier vote on Oct. 12. He said the board made 
its vote not because it wanted to permit dis-
crimination but because it was stuck between 
the “proverbial rock and a hard place.”

“We’re opposed to any form of discrimina-
tion,” Brown said.

State Sen. José Menéndez, D-San Antonio, 
and state Rep. Jessica González, D-Dallas, 
urged the board Tuesday to undo its vote and 
said they would file legislation next year aimed 
at preventing discrimination against marginal-
ized groups.

“Sometimes when you’re put in a position of 
leadership, it can be a very lonely place, and at 
times you’re being put in a position where you’re 
being asked to do something that you have to 
push back against,” Menéndez told the board.

The board also voted to seek an opinion from 
Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton’s office 
about the legality of its rule change, though the 
board has previously indicated that Paxton’s of-
fice would likely oppose explicit protections for 
LGBTQ Texans and Texans with disabilities in 
the social workers’ code of conduct.

Darrel Spinks, the council’s executive direc-

The Texas Behavioral Health Executive Council voted to undo a rule change that would have 
allowed social workers to turn away clients who are LGBTQ or have a disability. 
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N
ovember 20 marks the Trans-
gender Day of Remembrance 
(TDOR), an international 
annual observance that 
honors the trans people who 
have been murdered due to 
hate crimes. While they are 
supportive of this memorial, 
some activists question why 

trans people are only being recognized after 
they have died. 

“We never highlight [trans people’s] wins; 
we never celebrate them in life,” says Joelle 
Bayaa-Uzuri, communications director for 
The Mahogany Project, Inc. (TMP), a Houston 
nonprofit that uplifts LGBTQ communities of 
color.

To shift this narrative, TMP is hosting a 
weeklong digital event to celebrate the Black 
trans community. Black Trans Empowerment 
Week: “When We Rise” takes place November 
13–20 on the organization’s Facebook page, and 
features entertainment, resources, socializing, 
and more. “This week really highlights the 
different facets of the Black trans community,” 
Bayaa-Uzuri says.

The virtual event kicks off on November 13 
with a screening of Man Made, a documentary 

that focuses on trans masculine people who 
participate in bodybuilding competitions. The 
following day, TMP will conduct an awards 
ceremony to recognize activists and organiza-
tions that work to improve the lives of Black 
trans people.

At a November 15 event titled Dear Marsha, 
individuals can thank and highlight inspiring 

LGBTQ historical figures through spoken-
word poetry and performance. The event will 
also feature a tribute to the late pioneering 
trans journalist and activist Monica Roberts, 
who used her award-winning Houston-based 
blog Transgriot to provide accurate informa-
tion about trans victims of fatal violence. 
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The Mahogany Project
hosts a week-long event to
strengthen the community.

By LILLIAN HOANG
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Food and Friendship
for the Holidays
Montrose Center provides Thanksgiving

meals to transgender Houstonians on November 24
By BRANDON WOLF

D
ue to stigma and judgment, 
some transgender people 
are unable to celebrate the 
holidays with their biological 
families, according to Houston 
activist Atlantis Narcisse. “It 
is our chosen families that 
remind us that we are not 
alone and that we are valued 

members in the community,” she notes. 
In order to provide displaced queer folks 

with a Thanksgiving celebration, the Montrose 
Center hosts an annual dinner event for trans, 
nonbinary, and gender-nonconforming individ-
uals. Traditionally, this event is an in-person 
potluck dinner, but due to COVID-19 restric-
tions, this year’s TGiving on Tuesday, Novem-
ber 24, from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. will be drive-thru 
style to ensure everyone’s safety. 

The Montrose Center has hired a private 
caterer to prepare and seal individual meals, 
which will then be distributed by volunteers to 
people’s cars. In addition to the Thanksgiving 
dinner, attendees will receive shelf-stable food 
boxes, comfort/care packages, personally writ-
ten Thanksgiving cards, COVID-19 resource 
information, and raffle tickets. 

The Center has also produced a Zoom video 
that folks can watch while eating their meals. 
A variety of transgender community members 
will speak about how the community can still 
come together in spirit this year, even though 
they can’t meet in person. 

Matty Gracia, a nonbinary Houstonian, 
says that attending TGiving in 2018 helped 
them find a sense of belonging. “I was taken 
aback by being in a room filled to capacity with 
other transgender and nonbinary community 
members, and I was inspired by how nurtur-
ing and inspiring our community is,” they 
say. “Now, more than ever, because of social 
distancing, it is essential to host this event 
to provide hot meals and care packages to 
our community, so they know they are being 
thought of and taken care of during the holiday 
season.”

TGiving is part of the legacy of the late 
Brenda Thomas, a local trans activist who 

began hosting an annual trans-affirming 
Thanksgiving Day celebration in her home be-
ginning in the mid-’90s. After Thomas passed 
away in 2006, local trans organizations took 
over the effort by holding their own potluck 
dinners.  

In 2018, those organizations decided to hold 
a joint dinner at the Montrose Center. Kent 
Loftin, the Center’s chief development officer, 
says last year’s event served more than 125 
people. “It’s one of the Center’s favorite events,” 
he says. “People love to cook and prepare for it.”

While reflecting on the evolution of TGiv-
ing, George Zemanek, who volunteers each 
year and runs the Be Free transmasculine 
support group, notes that this thriving dinner 
tradition began with about 10 friends. “I believe 
that Brenda Thomas would be so happy that we 
have continued what she started so long ago,” 
Zemanek says. “This year, there was concern 
that COVID-19 would put a halt to our beloved 
Thanksgiving potluck. I am infinitely grateful 
that the good folks at the Montrose Center have 
found a way to make this event happen.”

While TGiving is an event specifically for 
trans individuals, any member of the LGBTQ 
community can sign up to help with the dis-
tribution effort. Loftin says a total of about 25 
volunteers are needed this year, and their tasks 
will range from prepping and moving meals to 
loading cars and providing cheer to attendees 
in the parking lot. 

Narcisse, founder of Save Our Sisters Unit-
ed, Inc., a Houston organization that serves 
trans women of color, has already signed up 
as a volunteer. “I will enjoy taking part in the 
Transgender Thanksgiving Dinner drive-thru, 
because it is important for our transgender 
community to visibly see and feel unity within 
the community.” 

To register for a TGiving boxed meal, 
visit bit.ly/mctgiving2020 (English) 

or bit.ly/tgivingesp2020 (Spanish). To donate 
items for the care/comfort packages through 
Amazon, go to bit.ly/montrosecenterwishlist.  
To volunteer at the event, register at montrose-
center.galaxydigital.com.
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S M A R T  H E A L T H

F
or about two weeks last month, it 
was entirely legal for Texas social 
workers and counselors to discrimi-
nate against LGBTQ and disabled 
people by ‘opting out’ of providing 
mental-health services to them.  

Acting on the recommendations 
of Texas Governor Greg Abbott, the Texas 
Behavioral Health Executive Council (BHEC) 
and the Texas State Board of Social Worker 
Examiners (TSBSWE) voted unanimously on 
October 12 to erase disability, sexual orienta-
tion, and gender identity from the nondiscrim-
ination clause of its code of conduct. 

The potential for damage from this ruling 
was quite considerable, since mental health 
disparities are of particular concern among 
LGBTQ folks. Members of our community 
are at increased risk of being diagnosed with 
mental health conditions such as depression 
or anxiety, while they are simultaneously less 
likely to receive care. For example, according 
to a recent national survey by the Substance 
Abuse Mental Health and Services Admin-
istration (SAMHSA), over 40 percent of LGB 
young adults (18–25) and 30 percent of LGB 
adults with serious mental illness received no 
treatment. 

Conditions of despair such as substance 
abuse and suicide are also more common 
among LGBTQ people. LGBTQ folks are more 
likely to recreationally use alcohol and drugs, 
have higher rates of substance use disorders, 
and are more likely to continue heavy drinking 
later in life. Individuals who identify as LG-
BTQ are also at increased risk of developing 
suicidal ideation or making a suicide attempt, 
a trend of particular concern among LGBTQ 
youth.

Full and equal access to mental health 
services is absolutely critical for LGBTQ 
people, so it was no surprise that the Board’s 
decision was met with signifi cant opposition. 
Fortunately, in response to a tremendous 
statewide and national backlash, there was 
a swift reversal of the ruling and a reinstate-
ment of the agency’s nondiscrimination policy 
on October 27.

Combat Discrimination at the Ballot Box
This episode serves as a stark reminder that 
marginalized and oppressed people are fre-
quently targeted through legislative and policy 
attacks. Systemic injustice is perpetuated 
by the discriminatory policies and practices 
rooted in many of our institutions. Anti-LG-
BTQ sentiment is now being legalized under 
the guise of ‘religious freedom’ or ‘individual 
rights’—the latest buzz words being used to 
codify discrimination into law. 

To combat these forces, we must continue 
participating in the electoral process now 
more than ever by voting in every election. 
Voting matters because prejudice continues 
to impact both public-policy decisions and 
our personal lives. While our national elec-

tions every four years certainly get the bulk 
of attention, local elections also provide us 
with a vital opportunity to shape the civic and 
judicial landscape in our neighborhoods and 
communities. 

Processing Feelings around the Election
The past four years in our country have felt 
particularly divisive. While Black, Indige-
nous, and people of color (BIPOC) and LGBTQ 
folks are all too familiar with the challenges of 
racism, homophobia, and transphobia, there is 
a collective sense that things feel much worse 
than ever before.

It is quite common to feel a measure of 
sadness, despair, or anger in response to such 
deep-seated and psychologically taxing con-

Turning Anger
into Action

Staying politically active beyond November 3.
By DARYL SHORTER, MD
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fl ict. Emotional estrangement from friends 
and family members with di� ering views 
(and who vote against your interests while 
claiming to love and support you) creates a 
sense of disequilibrium and confusion. And a 
sense of disconnection and mistrust can set 
in when people who claim to be allies refuse to 
examine their privilege or acknowledge their 
blind spots.

2020 has already been a challenging year, 
and with the 24-hour news cycle constantly 
bombarding us with polarizing information, 
the desire to just “check out” is greater than 
ever. 

Getting Mad as Hell
When someone directly harms us, there is a 
clear focus for our anger and we know exactly 
where to direct our frustrations. But when we 
are attacked by institutional and systemic 
forces, or by the pervasive negativity and tox-
icity of our public discourse, it is much harder 
to fi nd the right place to e� ectively channel 
our emotions. This can leave us feeling angry 
about “no one and everyone” at the same time!

When looking for an outlet for our anger, 
we sometimes turn to social media just to fi nd 
people and politicians who will further ignite 
our outrage. So ask yourself when engaging 
with certain news or social-media outlets: 
am I doing this because I’m seeking informa-
tion and connection, or am I really just looking 
for a target for my anger?

Transforming Frustration
The truth is, you don’t always need a particu-
lar face to aim your anger at. What you need is 
a plan. How can you mobilize to fi ght injus-
tice?  Perhaps it’s blogging or writing about 
your experiences. Perhaps it’s a Facebook Live 
event, a YouTube channel, or a podcast. Shar-
ing your experiences as an LGBTQ person 
has value, particularly for those who might 
be struggling with loneliness, isolation, and 
self-acceptance.

Taking action by exercising our right to 
vote and participating in community events 
and the political process not only advances 
LGBTQ equality, but provides an important 
outlet for us personally. These are the things 
that can carry you through November and 
beyond, regardless of any single election’s 
outcome.

How will you continue the work of ad-
vancing LGBTQ equality and empowerment 
beyond November?

Daryl Shorter, MD, is a Diplomate of the 
American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology 
and is board certifi ed in both general and addic-
tion psychiatry. His clinical practice focuses on 
veteran care, and he lectures widely on LGBTQ 
mental health.
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The Masculine Eros 
A Survival Guide for Our Most Troubled Times 

A book by: Robert B. Snellgrove, LCSW  
 

 

Available at The Jung Center Houston Bookstore
or www.robertsnellgrove.com

 

Robert Snellgrove, LCSW Counselor and Psychotherapist - 4203 Montrose Blvd., Suite 240 - 713.257.0972
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JOIN US FOR OUR AWARD 
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One reason for this is because your health 
condition must be considered “recuperative.” 
Unfortunately, that’s not typically the case 
with Alzheimer’s. However, there are other 
treatable conditions that also cause memory 
loss, such as strokes and tumors, as well as 
a vitamin deficiency or a reaction to certain 
medications.

Even if you do qualify for Medicare cover-
age, you could still find yourself paying out a 
hefty sum for deductibles and coinsurance. 
For instance, if you are covered under Original 
Medicare (Medicare Part A and B), your por-
tion of the price tag (in 2020) could be:

 

Even if you have built up a sizable nest 
egg, the cost of a long-term care need could 
quickly deplete everything you’ve worked so 
hard to save. On top of that, if symptoms are 
such that you are no longer able to work and 
earn an income, the overall cost can compound 
exponentially.

Insurance Options to Consider 
Stand-Alone Long-Term Care Insurance:
Some insurance companies offer individual 
long-term care coverage that will pay for some 
or all care that is received in a facility or at 
home. While these plans can certainly offer 

By GRACE S. YUNG, CFP 

M O N E Y  S M A R T

With today’s increased life 
expectancy, it is possible 
that you could live a much 
longer life than your parents 
and grandparents. But those 
additional years may not 

necessarily be spent in good health.
As we get older, we tend to require more 

health-related care, which can range from 
24-hour skilled nursing services to occasional 
assistance with everyday activities like cook-
ing and paying bills.

One health condition that has increased 
dramatically, and will continue to grow, is 
dementia. Although this disease often starts 
out slowly, it can become much more debilitat-
ing over time, and the necessary care can be 
extremely costly. So even if you are currently 
in good health, it is important to plan ahead 
financially.

 
The Odds of Developing Dementia
According to the Alzheimer’s Association, 5.8 
million Americans age 65 and older are living 
with Alzheimer’s dementia in 2020. This 
equates to roughly 1 in 10 people in this age 
group, and this figure is expected to grow to 
nearly 14 million by the year 2050.

Dementia doesn’t only affect those who are 
older, though. While many people start to show 
signs of Alzheimer’s in their mid-60s, the early 
onset of this disease sometimes occurs in your 
30s. The chances of developing dementia also 
double every five years going forward. So your 
odds of contracting Alzheimer’s dementia are 
higher than you think, particularly if you are in 
one or more of the following categories:
• Female. Nearly two-thirds of Americans who 
have Alzheimer’s disease are women.
• African American. Older African Americans 
are approximately twice as likely to have Al-
zheimer’s or other types of dementia.

Dealing 
with 

Dementia 
Plan wisely for the

cost of long-term care.

• Hispanic. Those of Hispanic descent are 
around 50 percent more likely to have this 
condition.

Many health conditions like dementia can 
impact family and friends as well, so even if 
you aren’t the patient, you may need to provide 
care for a loved one who is. This role not only 
requires a great deal of time, but it can also be 
costly from a financial standpoint.

 
Planning for the Cost of Care
Long-term care services are expensive, 
particularly when someone requires regu-
lar cognitive assistance (or “memory care”) 
either at home or in a care facility. According 
to Genworth’s 2020 Cost of Care Survey, the 
average price for just one month in a private 
room at a skilled-nursing facility is more than 
$8,500. The cost of a semi-private room is 
approximately $1,000 less per month, but that 
still equates to over $90,000 per year.

Home care is often less expensive, depend-
ing on how much and how often care is needed. 
Even so, the average price (in 2020) of a non-
medical home health aide is more than $4,200 
per month. So without a plan in place, the cost 
of Alzheimer’s care can quickly deplete your 
savings.

 
You Can’t Rely on Medicare
Many people believe that Medicare will pick 
up the cost of Alzheimer’s care and other 
long-term conditions. Unfortunately, that is 
a misconception. In fact, Medicare pays very 
little for dementia care and other long-term 
conditions.

Days:
Days 1 – 20
Days 21 – 100
Days 101 and beyond

Your Cost:
$0
$176 per day coinsurance
All costs

CONTINUED ON PAGE 53
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Faces in the Pandemic 
Queer Asian American artists

 address COVID-19 at a new Rice University exhibit.
By LILLIAN HOANG

L
GBTQ Houstonians are doing their 
part to uplift the community as 
COVID-19 cases rise and the fight 
for equality intensifies. To inform 
and inspire audiences, local Asian 
American LGBTQ artists Victor 
Ancheta, Antonius Tin-Bui, and 

Brandon Tho Harris partnered with Rice 
University’s Houston Asian American Archive 
(HAAA) to produce an art exhibit about the 
Asian American experience, the coronavirus 
disease, and racial inequality.

The exhibit, Faces in the Pandemic, 
features 10 Asian American artists and runs 
through November 15 at the Fondren Library 
on the Rice campus. Individuals can see the 
exhibit in a virtual walk-through on YouTube 
(tinyurl.com/y2llpjks) or view it in person by 
reserving a time on Calendly (tinyurl.com/
y3pfwbe4). 

Victor Ancheta, a gay Filipino American 

artist, says he is grateful to be given the oppor-
tunity to serve the community through his art. 
“When the pandemic happened, things were 
just bleak, so working on [my pieces] gave me 
the chance to share a little bit of my story and 
help my community,” he says.

Ancheta’s work explicitly explores mor-
tality, the COVID-19 pandemic, and police 
brutality. His painting The Good Hour features 
a masked man lying on his deathbed beside 
George Floyd, one of several Black Americans 
who was killed by police this year. The piece 
was designed to remind audiences of the 
growing number of people who have died and 
will die from both the coronavirus disease and 
police brutality. 

His resin sculpture Escape features a 
hijabi, a Black person, an Asian person, and 
a white person connected by a red string (a 
metaphor for the red blood coursing through 
our veins). These figures are sitting on birds 

trying to fly away from the coronavirus dis-
ease. Ancheta created this to emphasize how 
our survival depends on one another. 

“We’re all connected; we all have to work to-
gether to solve [these problems],” Ancheta says.

He hopes people will engage with his works 
and ultimately recognize the inherent human-
ity in immigrants. 

“Immigrants are people, too,” he says. “We 
experience the same things that other people 
experience—the failures in life, the joys in life. 
We also have feelings. We’re not just some-
thing abstract that does not count.”

Like Ancheta, Antonius Tin-Bui, a queer 
nonbinary Vietnamese American who uses 
they/them pronouns, also works to highlight 
oppressed and overlooked groups. However, 
unlike Ancheta, Bui’s practice is largely 
inspired by their sexuality and gender identity, 
which pushes them to create in multiple media 
and question the status quo. They perform, 

A R T S

Brandon Tho Harris Antonius Tin-Bui Victor Ancheta
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photograph, and laser- and hand-cut paper to 
“unearth history that is often erased, forgot-
ten, and silenced.”

Determined to highlight the Asian Ameri-
can perspective on the Vietnam War, Bui 
created a series of customized Zippo lighters. 
According to Bui, nearly every American soldier 
fighting in Vietnam had a personalized Zippo 
lighter engraved with text ranging from sexual 
to patriotic. In response to this trend, they 
crafted a set featuring words by Vietnamese 
American writers, lyrics from the Vietnam War 
era, and popular slogans used to protest the war. 
Bui’s art challenges the U.S.’s imperialistic in-
terpretation of the war and expands the viewer’s 
understanding of the two-decade conflict.  

In their 2016 laser-cut paper series Re-
Model Minorities, Bui provides glimpses of a 
queer future founded on beauty and question-
ing. In this collection, they reclaimed the 
traditional cut-paper design found across East 
Asia to emphasize pop-art text such as “YEL-
LOW PERIL SUPPORTS BLACK POWER” 
and “NOT YOUR SUBMISSIVE BOTTOM.” 
They wanted to fight against stereotypes 
about Asian Americans, who are often framed 
as silent, submissive, and apolitical. 

In the end, Bui hopes that the Faces in 

the Pandemic exhibit sparks reflection on 
our place in history. “[I want people to feel] 
recharged, go back into the world, and enact 
the change they want to see,” they say. “We’re 
inundated with messages nowadays, and I just 
hope everyone takes the time to really be with 
themselves and reflect on how they want to 
contribute to the future.” 

Brandon Tho Harris, a gay Vietnamese 
American interdisciplinary artist, agrees 
with Bui. He hopes viewers will reflect and 
understand that Asian Americans are people 
who deserve respect and fair treatment.

Harris also wants to see Asian American 
communities and other marginalized groups 
work together in the fight for equality. He 
manifested this desire in his mixed-media ex-
hibit piece titled Not Your Virus, a hand-sewn 
work of art made of traditional Vietnamese 
garments (áo dài), conical hats (nón lá), and 
gold thread. 

“It’s important as a minority group to 
stand together to be stronger,” he says. “It’s 
also important that Asian groups address 
the history of internalized anti-Blackness, 
because if we look back through history, the 
Black Panthers always stood up for Viet-
namese refugees when we were coming to 

America. I think that we should stand in 
solidarity with them.” 

In Not Your Virus, Harris explores 
“motifs of queerness,” or themes of commu-
nity, resilience, and the dream for a better 
future. The artwork was a labor of love that 
highlights the strength of a united Asian 
American community in Houston. 

Like Ancheta and Bui, Harris hopes 
audiences understand that being a refugee is 
not a choice, but an act of survival. “Ev-
eryone in America came from somewhere, 
and we need to look at the history of the 
Vietnamese refugees [so we can] better un-
derstand the current refugee crisis here in 
America,” he says. “We’re just like you; we’re 
all the same.” 

For more information on Rice Uni-
versity’s Houston Asian American 

Archive’s Faces in the Pandemic exhibit, visit 
haaa.rice.edu/faces-in-the-pandemic. See 
more of Harris’ art at brandontharris.com, 
and follow him on Instagram @brandon-
thoharris. Check out Ancheta’s works at 
victorancheta.com. Learn more about Bui’s 
pieces at antoniusbui.com, and follow them 
on Instagram @monsterbui.

http:// haaa.rice.edu/faces-in-the-pandemic.
http:// brandontharris.com,
http:// victorancheta.com.
http:// antoniusbui.com,
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The
TRANSGRIOT

Trailblazing journalist and advocate Monica Roberts stood at the 
intersection of transgender history’s past, present, and future.

By BRANDON WOLF

M
onica Katrice 
Roberts, 58, an 
unapologetically 
Black transgender 
journalist and advo-
cate, died of natural 
causes at her West 

Houston apartment complex on October 6. She 
is survived by her mother, brother, two sisters, 
and her extended family of choice.   

Roberts was the founder and editor of 
Transgriot, an award-winning blog launched 
in 2006 to tell the stories of Black trans people, 
whose issues were often ignored by the media. 
She was also a founding member of the Na-
tional Transgender Advocacy Coalition and a 
leader of both the Transgender People of Color 
Coalition and the Texas Transgender Nondis-
crimination Summit. She became a fixture at 
the State Capitol in Austin as she lobbied Texas 
lawmakers to pass pro-LGBTQ legislation.   

When Roberts’ close friend and fellow 
trans activist Dee Dee Watters announced the 
news of Roberts’ death via Facebook on Octo-
ber 8, hundreds of folks took to social media 
to offer their condolences and describe how 
Roberts’ legacy of civil-rights activism had 
personally impacted their lives. 

“I would not be where I am without her,” 
tweeted Janet Mock, a Black transgender 
writer and director. “She was a big sister who 
told it like it was, who centered the Black trans 
[community’s] brilliance and history unapolo-
getically.” 

Roberts had often worked alongside local 
media outlets to help them accurately cover 
trans stories, and they reported on her death 
and her legacy with generously detailed stories. 
Nationally, her passing was covered by CNN, 
the New York Times, the Washington Post, Out 
magazine, and others.  

On October 24, Roberts was laid to rest 
after a homegoing service at the University of 

Houston’s Cullen Performance Hall. Organized 
by Watters and funded by Black Transwomen 
Inc., the service was officiated by Rev. Mar-
vetta Walker and directed by trans activists 
Trenton Johnson and Jessica Zyrie. 

In addition to the dozens of friends and 
family members at the service, there were also 
several elected officials in attendance. Houston 
Mayor Sylvester Turner spoke, and declared 
October 24 to be Monica Katrice Roberts Day 
in Houston. He also mentioned his goal of en-
acting citywide protections for LGBTQ people. 

In 2014, City Council passed the Hous-
ton Equal Rights Ordinance (HERO), which 
prohibited discrimination based on gender 
identity and expression (in addition to more 
than a dozen other characteristics). However, 
anti-LGBTQ groups used misleading anti-
trans attack ads to convince voters to repeal 
the ordinance in 2015. And while several advo-
cates have called for a HERO 2.0, that legisla-
tion has yet to be created.

“Let’s finish our work [to end discrimina-
tion],” Turner said during Roberts’ memorial 
service. “Monica’s work is not finished, but we 
are here—at least while I’m mayor—to make 
sure we carry on her legacy.” 

On October 25, social-justice organiza-
tions Black Lives Matter Houston and Houston 
Rising hosted a Get Out The Vote rally at City 
Hall in honor of Roberts. Rally speakers noted 
that Roberts’ final social-media posts urged 
her followers to participate in the November 3 
election. Several political leaders and LGBTQ 
activists spoke at the event, including orga-
nizer Brandon Mack, who vowed that Hous-
ton’s next nondiscrimination ordinance would 
be named after Roberts. 

“One of the things Monica wanted to see 
was HERO,” Mack said. “She fought for that 
ordinance with the same vigor that she fought 
against discrimination for everyone. It passed, 
only to be repealed because of the transphobia 

that the opposition used. Now I’m calling for 
the Houston City Council to pass what we used 
to call HERO 2.0, [but will] now forever be 
known as the Monica Roberts Ordinance.” 

Roberts’ Journey to Activism 
Roberts was born in Houston on May 4, 1962. 
Her mother, Mable, was a school teacher, and 
her father, Rick, was a well-known radio host. 
Roberts graduated from Jesse H. Jones High 
School in 1980, and from the University of 
Houston in 1984. 

In the ’90s, Roberts was working as a gate 
agent for Continental Airlines when she began 
her gender transition. She dealt with discrimi-
nation from coworkers who tried to get her 
banned from the women’s employee restroom. 
The group failed, and two other employees 
came out as trans after Roberts led the way. 

In a 2019 interview, Roberts told OutSmart 
that she originally had no intention of becom-
ing an activist. But in 1997, when a local orga-
nization published Transgender Tapestry, a 
series of articles profiling 100 out trans people, 
she noticed that none of them looked like her. 
The only Black people even mentioned in the 
articles were RuPaul and Dennis Rodman. 

Frustrated, she began to get involved in local 
and national trans organizations. Trans activists 
Phyllis Frye and Sarah de Palma mentored her. 
In 1999, she began lobbying Austin legislators to 
include trans people as a protected class in the 
James Byrd Hate Crimes Act. 

For most of the 2000s, Roberts lived in 
Louisville, Kentucky, and worked for an activ-
ist organization. During that time, she also 
served on the board of Southern Comfort, the 
largest trans conference in the country. She 
wrote a regular trans-focused column for The 
Letter, a Louisville-based LGBTQ newspaper. 
That column was eventually canceled due to 
a conflict with an advertiser who opposed her 
viewpoints. 

C O V E R  S T O R Y
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Monica Roberts protesting a bathroom bill at the Texas Capitol in 2017 (Twitter).
Speaking at the GLAAD Media Awards in 2016 (Kimberly 
White/Getty Images).

Rallying at the National LGBTQ Task Force’s Creating
Change conference in 2020 (Devin Rowland)

In the Committee Hearing Room in the State Capitol building (Twitter)
Accepting the Susan J. Hyde Award for Longevity in the Movement 
(Devin Rowland).
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On January 1, 2006, Roberts published her 
first Transgriot blog post. The term “griot” 
(pronounced gree-ow) is a West African term 
that refers to a storyteller and historian. 
Roberts used her blog to tell the stories and 
chronicle the history of Black trans people, but 
also to report on trans homicide victims who 
are often misgendered in police reports and 
media coverage. 

Horrified by the rate of violence against 
trans people—which disproportionately 
impacts trans women of color—Roberts began 
to compile statistics on Transgriot. When-
ever a murder occurred, she wrote a tribute to 
the victim. Her blog became a vital source of 
information for both local and national media 
whenever they reported on trans murders.

Because of her vast number of contacts and 
connections, Roberts was often able to assist 
law-enforcement officials as they worked on 
anti-trans murder cases. She also made it a 
point to attend as many of the victims’ funerals 
as possible. 

“Far too often, trans people who have been 
murdered are then misgendered and dead-
named by law enforcement and the media,” 
Roberts wrote in 2018. “That’s one of the major 
reasons I spend so much time trying to tell 
the stories of our fallen trans siblings and give 
them the respect they are due.” 

A Lasting Legacy
Roberts returned to Houston in 2010, and 
within a week she was attending the Texas 
Transgender Nondiscrimination Summit at 
Rice University. 

While living in Space City, Roberts 
regularly traveled to Austin to testify against 
anti-trans bills and take part in “trans lobby 
days” with other trans activists. She was a 
popular and sought-after speaker for political 
rallies. “She was greatly respected,” says Dee 
Dee Watters. 

Roberts told OutSmart that her proudest 
moment was helping pass HERO in 2014 after 
she had participated in public hearings for the 
nondiscrimination ordinance. During a right-
wing rally to rescind the ordinance, Baptist 

preachers were yelling  scripture quotes at 
attendees who supported HERO. “Monica 
started reciting Bible verses right back to 
them,” Watters remembers. 

Roberts’ work was acknowledged through 
numerous local and national human-rights 
awards. Transgriot received the GLAAD Me-
dia Award for Outstanding Blog in 2018, and 
she was nominated four other times. In 2019, 
she was selected as a Pride Houston Honor-
ary Grand Marshal. In January 2020, she was 
given the National LGBTQ Task Force’s Susan 
J. Hyde Award for Longevity in the Movement. 
In May, she was included as one of The Advo-
cate’s Women of the Year. Just weeks before 
her death, she received the Houston GLBT 
Political Caucus Lifetime Achievement Award.   

Roberts also wrote a regular column for 
OutSmart magazine. In her November 2019 
column, she shared the key reason for her ac-
tivism work: to empower generations of trans 
folks who would come after her. 

“We do all of this not for ourselves, but for 
the trans kids,” Roberts wrote. 

Landon Richie, a 19-year-old trans activ-
ist, remembers the first time he met Roberts 
in 2014, just two months after he came out. 
“In that moment, I knew I was home and safe,” 
Richie says. “For me and so many others, Mon-
ica was a testament to the beauty, power, and 
resilience of trans people. She made it possible 
for me as a trans kid to imagine a world where 
trans people could not only survive, but thrive 
as our authentic and unapologetic selves.” 

Roberts was well aware of the impact she 
had on others. “I can’t tell you how many times 
I’ve run into some trans millennial who tells 
me that my blog inspired them to do this or 
inspired them to do that,” she said. “At least 
five times, people have told me that reading my 
blog posts is what kept them from committing 
suicide. So every time I sit down and write a 
post, I keep that in mind—that what I’m writ-
ing may inspire someone who does not want to 
persevere.” 

To read Monica Roberts’ blog Transgriot, 
visit transgriot.blogspot.com.

“Monica’s recent passing 
was a true loss. I remember 

meeting her and then 
coaching her over 20 years 

ago. She was a terrific 
advocate against the 

violence done to trans 
women of color.”

—Phyllis Frye, Houston’s first 
openly transgender judge

“Monica was a warrior, 
friend, and sister who 

stood at the intersection 
of our past, present, and 

future. Saying she will 
be missed is beyond an 

understatement.”
—Atlantis Narcisse, founder of 

Save Our Sisters United, Inc.

“For decades, Monica 
had been a fierce leader—

bringing light to the 
injustices that transgender 

people face, especially 
Black transgender women.”

—Alphonso David, 
Human Rights Campaign 

“Words alone won’t capture 
the impact she had on so 

many people—her work, her 
mentorship, and her  

phone calls. She made 
genuine connections with 

so many people.”
—Emmett Schelling, Transgender

Education Network of Texas  

“Monica was a leading civil-
rights activist of our time. 

She had a global impact. 
I’ve received condolences 
from people as far away as 

the United Kingdom and 
Kenya.”

—Diamond Styles, 
Black Transwomen, Inc. 

MONICA ROBERTS  |  CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Monica Roberts delivering 
a speech at the Educate Out Loud 

research symposium hosted by
the University of Texas.
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C O M M U N I T Y

P
ride Houston’s events lineup looked 
quite different this year due to the 
ongoing pandemic. Looking ahead 
to 2021, the organization’s newly 
elected president, Thasia Madi-
son, notes that even more changes 
are on the way. With the launch 

of Pride 365, Madison’s team will be working 
diligently throughout the year to strengthen, 
embolden, and support the LGBTQ community 
beyond the standard celebrations that usually 
take place exclusively in June. 

A proud graduate of Prairie View A&M 
University, Madison is no stranger to Pride 
Houston. The IT professional and steadfast 
community volunteer has been with the 
organization for three years, beginning as a 
volunteer before joining the board of direc-
tors as outreach director and secretary. “[As 
president,] I am most excited about working 
with the board in setting the goals and vision of 
the organization,” the New Orleans native says. 
“Utilizing my skills as outreach director over 
the past three years, I plan to implement that 

Raising
the Bar 

Pride Houston’s new president 
Thasia Madison hopes

to take the organization to
new heights.  

By ZACH McKENZIE
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With Pride Houston now firing on all 
cylinders, Madison emphasizes that now is the 
perfect time to get involved with the volunteer-
run organization. “Apply to serve on the board 
of directors, volunteer and serve on our pro-
duction team, come to our town halls to give 
us feedback on what the community needs are, 
or become a donor,” Madison says. Donors are 
given the option to make one-time or monthly 
contributions, and they can also donate toward 
a specific cause. 

Pride Houston’s fearless and enthusiastic 
new leader explains that spreading the gospel 
of Pride Houston is imperative to keep the 
organization alive. “We need our community 
to help spread the news about the actions we’re 
taking to improve the lives of queer people. Tell 
your friends and your family about it, and ask 
them to come volunteer,” Madison emphasizes. 
“Much of our new content, programming, 
in-person events, and multimedia is posted 
directly to our social media. Spreading the 
word about Pride Houston can help someone 
who needs the services we’re offering, and also 
increase our ability to give back to the commu-
nity. It’s as simple to do as clicking a button.”

Donations to Pride Houston can be made 
atpridehouston.org/donate.

vision by unveiling a new Pride 365 model and 
taking the organization to new heights.” 

Regarding the new year-round program-
ming, Madison explains that Pride 365 is all 
about supporting the community and broaden-
ing the scope of the organization. “Pride 365 
will culminate in a rebranding of Pride Hous-
ton from a celebration organization to a year-
round service and advocacy organization,” the 
out lesbian explains. “[We will accomplish this 
through] our scholarship program, community 
engagement initiatives, a human-rights con-
ference, [more] special events for marginal-
ized communities, and an expanded outreach 
using new platforms and channels, including 
podcasts, newsletters, and more.” 

The organization also seeks to incorporate 
teamwork and support for other organizations 
into their plans. “Pride Houston will be stand-
ing in support of our sibling organizations in 
the community. In doing these things, I hope to 
make us a more well-rounded organization for 
all people in our community.”

Madison explains that her organization 
embodies what the LGBTQ+ community has 
known all along: “For all of us, Pride is a way 
of life that is unique to each of us, every single 
day. We are not LGBTQIA+ just one month out 
of the year. Houston deserves a Pride [organi-
zation] that reflects that and celebrates that 
year-round.” 

Breaking down the immediate goals of the 
organization, Madison highlights “diversity 
and inclusivity for all—and this only hap-
pens when we become more active in voter 
registration, in tackling human-rights issues, 
increasing social activism, and investing in 
and welcoming smaller organizations like 
Huntsville Pride into the fold, for example.” 

She also notes that there are even rum-
blings about the possibility of Houston apply-
ing again to host World Pride. 

With Houston being the most diverse major 
city in the nation, Madison is adamant that its 
Pride organization should reflect that. She ex-
plains that a goal of Pride Houston is to blend 
intentionally with marginalized communities. 
“Our staff is beginning to reflect the diversity 
of the community we serve, as is our program-
ming. An aspect of this is incorporating more 
trans and nonbinary experiences,” she says. 
“This past year, the community helped make 
that so by selecting our first-ever trans grand 
marshal.” 

Providing another example of how Pride 
Houston aims to include all people, Madison 
continues, “Something I am particularly proud 
of is Rights Are Human, Pride Houston’s inau-
gural human-rights conference that I created, 
which took place at the end of this summer. 
This was brought to life in a safe, virtual space 
with workshops [that addressed] the rights 
of LGBTQIA+ people who are immigrants, 
students, and aging, as well as a workshop for 
trans rights, with attendees from across the 
nation.”

“AS PRESIDENT, I AM 
MOST EXCITED ABOUT 
WORKING WITH THE 

BOARD IN SETTING THE 
GOALS AND VISION OF THE 

ORGANIZATION.”
—Thasia Madison

THASIA MADISON  |  CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
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P R O F I L E

If you’ve been to any 
LGBTQ event in Hous-
ton over the past 35 
years, you’ve probably 
run into Dalton DeHart. 
The photographer has 
taken more than one 

million photos of community gatherings, and 
has used about 20 different cameras to do so. 

In order to preserve and share this pictorial 
history, DeHart formed the Dalton DeHart 
Photographic Foundation in 2015. The non-
profit’s fundraising efforts have allowed him to 
digitize more than 300,000 photos taken with 
film and build a website to share the photos 
free of charge. In all, daltondehart.com will 
soon have over 750,000 searchable photos 
available to the public.

DeHart’s commitment to preserving local 
LGBTQ history has earned him this year’s 
Montrose Center LGBTQ Community Vision 
Award—a high honor that has only been award-
ed to seven other high-profile Houston activists 
and public servants. DeHart will be presented 
with the award during the Center’s Out for 
Good virtual holiday gala on December 3. 

“Dalton has been instrumental in captur-
ing our community’s history for decades,” says 
Meleah Jones, community project specialist 
for the Montrose Center. “We could think of 
no one better to honor with this year’s LGBTQ 
Community Vision Award.” 

DeHart’s event images include everyone 
who makes community social events possible, 
from the hosts and major donors to the servers 
and janitors. Every person in attendance and 

behind the scenes is equally important to him. 
As we all know, DeHart makes it a point 

to get to know each one of his photo subjects 
while asking them to move closer together and 
smile. But what do we know about him?

DeHart grew up in the tiny East Texas 
town of Buna, a city of just under six square 
miles situated somewhere between Beaumont 
and Jasper. He often lovingly refers to it as 
“Greater Buna,” a clever reference to Greater 
Tuna, the mythical and quintessential East 
Texas small town brought to life in live-
theater comedy productions throughout the 
1980s. 

Dehart was the second-youngest child in a 
family of six boys and five girls. In high school, 
he enjoyed drama and was president of his 
senior class.

DeHart left Buna to attend Sam Houston 
State University in Huntsville, majoring in 
speech and drama with a minor in English. 
While there, he joined the ATO fraternity and 
participated in many academic and social 
activities, including serving as the emcee for 
several of the Miss Sam Houston Pageants. 
It was during his time at the university that 
DeHart began to document school events and 
social gatherings with a small, inexpensive 
camera. 

Photography soon developed into a lifelong 
passion for him. “I enjoy taking photos because 
it allows me to elevate people and encourage 
them to be the best that they can be,” DeHart 
says. “My greatest desire is that people be able 
to see, through my pictures, the passion with 
which I take them.”

After graduating college, DeHart joined the 
U.S. Army, taking a camera with him every-
where. DeHart would reach the rank of captain 
before finishing in the reserves. At the end of 
his tour of duty, he returned to Buna to teach 
high-school English for a few years. Real-
izing then that teaching was his professional 
calling, he went back to Sam Houston to earn a 
master’s degree in English and started teach-
ing at Lamar University in Beaumont. Wanting 
to continue his education even further, DeHart 
set out for Northern Illinois University in 
DeKalb to enter a doctoral program. Sadly, his 
mother died just before he completed his dis-
sertation, forcing him to return home to Buna. 

Now back in Texas, DeHart found a part-
time job teaching at San Jacinto College in 
Pasadena, and completed his doctorate in edu-
cation at Nova Southeastern University in Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida. Soon after becoming Dr. 
DeHart, he began teaching full-time at “San 
Jac,” as it is affectionately known. Within six 
years, he became chairperson of the Language 
Skills Department—a position he would hold 
until his retirement in 2006. That was also 
the year he received the prestigious Minnie 
Stevens Piper Professor Award from the well-
funded foundation that recognizes 10 Texas 
professors each year for their outstanding aca-
demic, scientific, and scholarly achievement, 
and for their dedication to the teaching profes-
sion. As a retired teacher, DeHart continues to 
advise local teachers on curriculum issues at 
Tanglewood Middle School. 

“After committing my entire life to the 
profession of teaching, receiving that award 

LGBTQ Community Vision Award recipient Dalton DeHart uses
his photography to document a thriving community.  

By JERRY SIMONEAUX
Photo by ALEX ROSA  |  Hair and Makeup by JOHN WILMORE
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“MY GREATEST DESIRE 
IS THAT PEOPLE BE ABLE 

TO SEE, THROUGH MY 
PICTURES, THE PASSION 

WITH WHICH I TAKE THEM.”
—Dalton DeHart
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validated my dedication to students’ personal 
as well as academic development,” DeHart 
says. “It was one of the greatest honors I’ve 
ever received.”

While at San Jac, DeHart regularly took 
photos at school basketball games as well 
as many other athletic and social events. It 
wasn’t long before friends would also invite 
him to take pictures at their special events. 

Seeing how much DeHart enjoyed pho-
tography, two of his colleagues at San Jac in 
1989 asked if he might be interested in join-
ing the Executive and Professional Associa-
tion of Houston (EPAH), an LGBTQ social 
and networking organization. In short order, 
DeHart was taking photos for EPAH, the 
Montrose Softball League, AIDS Foundation 
Houston, and many other LGBTQ community 

organizations. 
Since launching the Dalton DeHart Pho-

tographic Foundation in 2015, DeHart now 
works with four volunteers who help him take 
photos of local LGBTQ events, some of which 
occur simultaneously. He and the volunteers 
often take notes with names, numbers, and 
emails so they can share the photos later with 
those who ask. 

Over the years, DeHart has become 
a highly respected photographer. He has 
received numerous awards from the orga-
nizations he has photographed events for, 
including being named a Pride Houston 
Grand Marshal in 2008 and receiving the 
Kindred Spirits Community Treasure Award 
in 2014, the Diana Foundation Award in 2015, 
the Houston Transgender Unity Commitee’s 

Transgender Archive Award in 2015, and 
several OUTSMART Gayest & Greatest Favorite 
Male Community Photographer awards.  

Nevertheless, he was stunned to learn 
that he had been chosen to receive this year’s 
Montrose Center LGBTQ Community Vision 
Award. “I was truly surprised and honored 
that I was selected,” he says, refl ecting on the 
mission of his Dalton DeHart Photographic 
Foundation. “I just want people—not only 
now, but in the future—to be able to view the 
history of the community through the vari-
ous photos I’ve taken over the last 30-plus 
years.” 

What: Out for Good virtual gala
When: December 3 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets: bit.ly/2020outforgood

DALTON DeHART  |  CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

“I JUST WANT PEOPLE—NOT 
ONLY NOW, BUT IN THE 

FUTURE—TO BE ABLE TO 
VIEW THE HISTORY OF 

THE COMMUNITY THROUGH 
THE VARIOUS PHOTOS I’VE 

TAKEN OVER THE LAST 
30-PLUS YEARS.”

—Dalton DeHart

Dalton DeHart with friends at several recent commu-
nity events. For earlier photos, visit daltondehart.com
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M E N TA L- H E A LT H  W O R K E R S

E
very LGBTQ person needs a 
little help working through 
the challenges that come with 
being in the minority. This is 
where Houstonian ks Stanley, 
Psy.D., PLLC, comes in. 

“I’m a clinical psycholo-
gist, and consider myself a 
generalist because I enjoy 
working with diverse folks 

who have diverse concerns,” Stanley says. “I 
specialize in LGBTQ+ mood disorders, trauma, 
and suicide. Because I am an out, transgender 
psychologist, I am often sought out by trans 
and nonbinary folks. I consider [my area of 
expertise to be] trans mental health.” 

Stanley received his training from Pepper-
dine University in 2009, and opened his solo 
practice after moving back to Houston in 2015. 
He has developed a supportive and affirming 
practice that has grown larger since the onset 
of COVID-19.

“Since COVID, I have had a surge in new 
patient requests. People are wanting and 
needing more services than before. My current 
clients are asking to be seen more often, and 
I have found myself in more frequent crisis-
response situations. That is challenging as a 

solo practitioner,” Stanley admits. “People are 
grappling with depression and anxiety, and 
coping in various healthy and unhealthy ways. 
People have lost jobs, health insurance, and 
have rescheduled gender-affirmation surger-
ies. Also, COVID has created a conundrum for 
many LGBTQ+ folks who are quarantining 
with family members who are not LGBTQ+ 
affirmative.” 

LGBTQ people are generally in need of 
more quality mental-health care than their 
straight or cisgender counterparts, according 
to the latest report by Mental Health America. 
Stanley understands his patients’ unique needs 
because he has personally experienced many of 
the same problems.

“A lot of well-intentioned mental-health cli-
nicians are not adequately trained in LGBTQ+ 
mental health, especially trans and nonbinary 
mental health. Many are also not aware of their 
own personal biases, or the ways that they 
‘microaggress’ against their clients. I believe 
that having very visible LGBTQ+ clinicians, 
practices, and clinics is necessary, because we 
live in a society that discriminates against and 
oppresses LGBTQ+ people. Particularly with 
what is going on socio-politically in America, it 
is very important to have clinicians who have a 

nuanced understanding of the role that  
LGBTQ+ minority stress plays in mental 
health,” says Stanley.

With COVID-19 already complicating 
things for patients, Stanley notes that the 
holidays are likely going to amplify already-
stressful situations.  

“The holiday season tends to bring with it 
plenty of stress and depression as it is. With 
COVID, these problems will [increase] as we 
negotiate how to gather with people. You also 
might be coping with the anxiety of contract-
ing the virus. These are all human reactions 
and they are real, and it is important to process 
them. I strongly recommend that people con-
sider seeking therapy or counseling of some 
kind,” says Stanley.

Although 2020 has been an unprecedented 
year in many ways, there have been some posi-
tive developments emerging from the over-
whelming negativity.

“Life is paradoxical in that it is both awe-
some and terrifying, good and bad. It’s both. 
Even a pandemic that has caused unprecedent-
ed devastation can yield positive things,” says 
Stanley. “I’ve seen people reconnect with old 
friends and loved ones, get creative about being 
quarantined with a partner 24/7, form better 

Coping 
with Crisis

Dr. ks Stanley offers emotional 
support to LGBTQ Houstonians. 

By RYAN M. LEACH
Photo by VINYL BEAR PHOTOGRAPHY
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habits, reevaluate their priorities, develop 
better boundaries with people, and find a new 
direction in life.” 

Stanley says there are other aspects of 
self-care that people can focus on if  therapy is 
not an option. He has four helpful recommen-
dations.

Tips for Surviving the Holidays:

1. Attend to the basics: sleeping, eating, hy-
giene, and physical movement. “It’s amazing 
how much we neglect those things, even before 
the pandemic. Also, make sure to start your 
day strong with a healthy routine, and have 
structure in your day. Punctuate your days by 
scheduling time to read a book or do a mindful-
ness exercise.” 

2. Go outside and be in touch with nature. “If 
you have pets, really take time to enjoy them 
and connect with them. I have learned so many 
funny things about my three cats and two dogs 
since I began working from home.” 

“I BELIEVE THAT HAVING 
VERY VISIBLE LGBTQ+ 

CLINICIANS, PRACTICES, 
AND CLINICS IS 

NECESSARY, BECAUSE WE 
LIVE IN A SOCIETY THAT 

DISCRIMINATES AGAINST 
AND OPPRESSES LGBTQ+ 

PEOPLE.”
—Dr. ks Stanley 

3. Help each other. “Another thing that helps 
with wellness is taking care of others. Offer 
support to your family or friends who might 
be having a hard time. I’m a firm believer that 
helping another person will make you feel 
better.”

4. Turn off the news. “Take breaks from 
watching, reading, or listening to the news. 
I’m also a big fan of social-media breaks. If 
you think about it, we constantly inundate 
ourselves with upsetting reminders.”

For more information on Dr. ks Stanley, 
visit kstanleypsyd.com.
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N
ow, more than ever, people 
may be finding themselves in 
need of help from a counselor. 
Fortunately for Houstonians, 
Tara Bates, MSW, LCSW, is 
here to help.

The licensed clinical 
social worker is the owner 
of Bates Counselling LLC, 

a new Space City practice that she launched 
in February. Bates, who identifies as lesbian, 
is committed to serving a diverse roster of 
clients, including fellow members of the queer 
community. “About half of the clients that I get 
to serve are LGBTQ,” she says.

For those who may be unsure about start-
ing therapy, Bates says it’s not as scary as you 
think it is. “You are the expert in your life, and a 
counselor is just a person that you are allowing 
to partner with you. If you see a therapist and 
they don’t fit your personality, go see a different 
one. Don’t let one bad experience be the thing 
that stops you from getting help.”

Bates studied social work at the Univer-
sity of Houston. Prior to finding her calling, 
the 35-year-old Heights resident received her 
bachelor’s degree in communication at UH-D.

During her time as an undergrad, one of her 
professors suggested she should look into so-
cial work. At the time, Bates thought that social 
workers were “the people who took kids away 
and put them in foster care with Child Protec-
tive Services. I had no idea that social workers 
are basically superheroes.” 

Surviving
Seasonal 

Depression 
Social worker Tara Bates helps 
LGBTQ folks combat recurring 

end-of-the-year sadness. 
By JENNY BLOCK

Photo by LESTER JOHN

The social-work profession is very broad 
and encompasses activism, case manage-
ment, consulting, counseling, and anything 
else a person might need help doing, Bates 
says. “Social work encourages diversity and 
acceptance. There aren’t too many career fields 
that welcome everyone, and that is how I knew 
it was really my ‘thing.’” 

But getting to the place where she is now 
was a bit of roller coaster. After completing 
graduate school, Bates went on to work in HIV 
services for four years. Then she landed a job 
doing social-science research in the villages of 

Northern Afghanistan. “Crazy, right? After I 
came back to the States, I started doing therapy 
on a part-time basis—after work and on week-
ends, while I worked in homeless services for 
four years, then transitioned to the Public 
Health Department.” Just before COVID-19 
hit the U.S., she took a major leap by starting 
her own practice and becoming a full-time 
therapist. “I get to be my own boss. It’s the best 
decision I could have made.”

Not to mention that she gets to do it all with 
the woman she loves. Bates and her partner, 
Zeljka Mijic, have been together for four years. 

M E N TA L- H E A LT H  W O R K E R S

“YOU ARE THE EXPERT IN 
YOUR LIFE, AND A COUNSELOR 

IS JUST A PERSON THAT YOU 
ARE ALLOWING TO PARTNER 

WITH YOU.”
—Tara Bates
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Mijic does all of the billing, scheduling, and 
administrative work for Bates Counseling 
LLC, in addition to offering those manage-
ment services to therapists in other states. “It’s 
been an awesome four years, and we truly are 
blessed to be able to support each other with 
both of our businesses. The coolest part about 
working for ourselves is being able to travel 
whenever we want.”

Bates says that by far the best part of her 
work is seeing the growth and development of 
her clients. “It’s really amazing to be allowed 
to partner with someone as they work through 
the good and the bad that life throws at them. 
Social workers usually only work with people 
for just a snapshot in time. It’s such an honor to 
be trusted enough to sit with a client and join 
them on their life journey.”

As fall turns into winter, Bates notes that 
seasonal depression and holiday sadness 
greatly impact many people, especially LGBTQ 
folks who face additional stress and anxiety 
near the end of the year. Bates has some great 
advice to help those who are suffering. 

Tips for Surviving the Holidays:

1. If you aren’t out, or you’re not accepted by 
your family, try reaching out to the friends who 
you are out to and doing a Zoom call before or 
after major holidays. 

2. Make your own traditions with the people 
in your life who do love and appreciate you 
unconditionally. 

3. Don’t forget to get out and help others. It can 
be as simple as making some cookies and drop-
ping them off for your neighbors, sending holi-
day greeting cards to people in nursing homes, 
or paying for the person behind you when you 
are in the drive-thru at Starbucks. 

4. It’s so easy for us to sit in a slump and feel 
stuck. Sometimes we need to remind ourselves 
of the great things we do have in our lives. 
Next time you notice yourself feeling down, 
try replacing your negative thoughts with 
three things you are grateful for. It helps to put 
things in perspective. 

5. If the holiday family gatherings get tough, 
remind yourself that every moment in time 
has a beginning, a middle, and an end. Even if 
something feels uncomfortable or bad, it will 
eventually end. 

6. If you feel like your family is purposefully 
hurting you or trying to gaslight you, just leave. 
You are an adult, and you have the right to 
remove yourself from a harmful situation. 

For more information, visit
batescounseling.com
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The holidays can be 
draining, especially for 
couples who are having 
a hard time coping with 
the stress of the season. 
Thankfully, therapist Ty 
David Lerman has some 

advice for couples trying to survive the holiday 
crunch while attending family gatherings dur-
ing the pandemic. 

Lerman credits his upbringing with his 
decision to journey into psychology, and 
specifically into working with the LGBTQ 
community.

“When I came out to my parents, they 
said in unison, ‘So what?’ I realized that was 
unique,” he recalls. “When I settled into 
psychology as my career path, I really wanted 
to create that space for other people in the 
coming-out process, so that they would have 
a safe place and [be supported by] people who 
can look past their sexual orientation and see 
them for who they are.”

Lerman spent a year interning at Legacy, 
and after earning a master’s degree from Uni-
versity of Houston-Clear Lake he went to work 

Helping 
Couples 

through the 
Holidays
Mental-health therapist 

Ty David Lerman shares
his family survival tips. 

By SAM BYRD
Photo by CHIP GILLESPIE

at the Montrose Center for eight years. His 
early experiences at Legacy and the Montrose 
Center clarified his desired path in counsel-
ing. “I realized, through my service, that I was 
largely working with gay men or the LGBTQ 
community at large, and it’s impossible to per-
form counseling with our community and not 
talk about sex,” he says. 

Now he has his own practice and is licensed 
as a supervisor for LPC interns who are in pur-
suit of terminal licensure. He’s also a certified 
sex therapist and hypnotherapist, and is work-
ing on his doctoral degree in clinical sexology 
with a specialty in LGBTQ and non-traditional 
relationships therapy. He has also earned three 
OutSmart Gayest & Greatest awards for Best 
Male Mental-Health Therapist. 

Lerman hopes his doctoral degree will 
further his ability to support his clientele and 
equip him with the tools to remain relevant as 
he deals with the issues facing LGBTQ popula-
tions. 

“There is a difference between affirming 
therapy and competent therapy. Affirming 
therapy says, ‘I see you, I acknowledge who you 
are, I affirm who you are.’ But that doesn’t mean 

a therapist has specific training in that area. 
That is so important as a provider. You’re not 
just saying, ‘Oh, good job,’ you’re saying, “Have 
you thought about X, Y, and Z? These are con-
siderations that are common in situations that 
people like you are going through,” he explains. 

“The LGBTQ community is ever-evolving. 
It’s constantly changing in terms of standards 
of care, terminology, and identity. If you haven’t 
been taking classes and continuing your educa-
tion, then I would say you’re not [keeping up 
as a] competent therapist [for this population]. 
That’s why I chose this track, and I do stay on 
the forefront of the latest standards of care. 
That sets a competent therapist apart from an 
affirming therapist.”

Lerman suggests that couples dealing with 
family pressures during the holidays take four 
pieces of advice: 

Tips for Surviving the Holidays

1. Choose your battles. “We don’t have to [ad-
dress] every small infraction. There may be 
times when it’s appropriate to speak up when 
we need to be seen for who we are and not get 

M E N TA L- H E A LT H  W O R K E R S
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4. Leave if you need to. “If you ever feel 
threatened or you can’t be yourself, you have 
the power to walk away. You don’t have to sit 
through an incredibly uncomfortable scene. 
Whether it’s an argument that is escalating or 
a family environment that doesn’t feel safe, you 
can choose not to show up or to leave.”

Since the holiday season is when people typi-
cally experience more frequent mental-health 
issues, Lerman urges everyone to seek help if 
they need it. “If you do experience Seasonal Af-
fective Disorder or struggle with family issues 
around the holidays, it’s absolutely appropriate 
to seek out a therapist.”

To learn more about Ty David Lerman 
Counseling, visit tdlcounseling.com.

mired in lies. But that’s not every single time, 
especially with family members who may not 
be accepting or open to discussion.”

2. These are your holidays, too. “You don’t need 
to sacrifice your own celebration of the holi-
days for your family’s celebration. If you need 
time and space, take it. We all have traditions 
we grew up with in our family, but we get to 
reinvent ourselves as adults. We may continue 
family traditions, or we can choose to do our 
own thing.” 

3. Public displays of affection are OK. “Part 
of not sacrificing yourself is being able to be 
yourself with your partner, so showing a few 
moments of affection is acceptable. It could be 
holding hands, sitting next to each other, lean-
ing into each other, or putting your arm around 
your partner’s shoulder. Live your life without 
worrying about other people. If others are not 
okay with it, that’s on them.”

“WHEN I SETTLED INTO 
PSYCHOLOGY AS A CAREER 

PATH, I REALLY WANTED 
TO CREATE THAT SPACE 

FOR LGBTQ PEOPLE IN THE 
COMING-OUT PROCESS, SO 
THAT THEY WOULD HAVE A 

SAFE PLACE.”
—Ty David Lerman
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The Houston Cin-
ema Arts Festival 
(HCAF) is return-
ing for its twelfth 
season November 
12–22, spotlighting 
four queer filmmak-
ers and offering both 

in-person and virtual programming due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

This year, the festival will screen films 
both online and at drive-in locations, and will 
feature 20 films (four of which have an LGBTQ 
focus), Q&A sessions, performances, work-
shops, and more. 

One of the LGBTQ highlights will be the 
premiere of Pier Kids, which follows several 
queer and trans homeless youth of color liv-
ing at Christopher Street Pier in New York. 
The film, directed by Elegance Bratton, will 
be available virtually for 72 hours starting 
Thursday, November 19, at 7:30 p.m.

Writing in the Hollywood Reporter, film 
critic Keith Uhlich felt that the subjects of Pier 
Kids “live in a perpetual state of precarious-

Queering the Silver Screen
This year’s Houston Cinema Arts Festival showcases four LGBTQ films.

By  CONNOR BEHRENS

ness. In calling attention to their struggles, 
Bratton honors their endurance and celebrates 
their existence. Pier Kids is comprised of 
many such off-handed, hard-hitting mo-
ments—scenes that constantly frustrate the 
easy readings of both the ignorant and the 
sanctimonious.” 

Stonewall-era activist history will take 
the spotlight during the festival with the 2020 
documentary Cured. The film focuses on the 
activists who took over the 1973 American 
Psychiatric Association Convention and suc-
cessfully lobbied to remove “homosexuality” 
from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders. 

The film, which contains several inter-
views with the doctors and activists who 
battled the American Psychiatric Association, 
will be available virtually for 24 hours starting 
Tuesday, November 17, at 4 p.m.

Hollywood Reporter contributor Stephen 
Farber writes that the film “recounts a fasci-
nating part of history and definitely benefits 
from having so many vibrant and articulate 
participants to recall their part in a battle 

that did a great deal to change longstanding 
(and not yet extinct) prejudices.” 

Another highlight of the festival will be 
a new restoration of Laura Dern’s first film, 
Smooth Talk. Dern, who became a gay icon 
after playing the lesbian who coaxes Ellen 
DeGeneres out of the closet in the ground-
breaking television series Ellen, has gone on 
to have a lengthy career, recently winning an 
Oscar for Best Supporting Actress. In Smooth 
Talk, Dern plays 15-year-old Connie, who 
spends the summer before her sophomore 
year fixating on getting male attention. 

Writing for the Chicago Sun-Times, 
Roger Ebert observed that the film is “almost 
uncanny in its self-assurance, in the way it 
knows that the first hour, where ‘nothing’ 
happens, is necessary if the payoff is to be 
tragic, instead of merely sensational.” 

The film will be available to stream for  
48 hours starting Saturday, November 21, at 
7:30 p.m.

A film that’s likely to get the attention of 
local viewers will be the documentary Friday 
I’m in Love, which explores the fascinating  

M O V I E S
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history of Numbers nightclub, a coun-
tercultural Montrose landmark on lower 
Westheimer. The club originally opened as a 
dinner theater in 1975 before being reinvented 
in 1978 as Numbers, a gay disco. 

As producer Jeromy Barber notes, “This 
story is vital for so many who grew up in Hous-
ton. I approached this project as a beloved 
fan of Numbers with a genuine curiosity and 
respect for that which came before me.” 

A portion of the documentary will be 
livestreamed Friday, November 20, at 7:30 p.m.

Finally, the 2020 film Ammonite will make 
its Houston premiere during the festival. 

The film tells the story of acclaimed 
palaeontologist Mary Anning (Kate Winslet) 
who works alone in 1840s England. When a 
wealthy visitor entrusts Mary with the care 
of his wife, Charlotte Murchison (Saoirse 
Ronan), she cannot afford to turn down his 
lucrative offer. An intense bond develops, and 
the two begin to have a passionate affair.

Writing for RogerEbert.com, Brian Tal-
lerico says, “It is a story of connection—some-
thing we all seek, even after our lives seem to 
have made [connections] impossible to find.” 

The film will screen Thursday, November 
19, at 7:30 p.m. at the MoonStruck Drive-In in 
Houston. 

The 2020 Festival Theme 
In the last 12 years, the Houston Cinema Arts 
Festival has created a name for itself by focus-
ing on films by and about artists. This year 
will be no different. 

The festival’s 2020 theme is “Urbana,” a 

celebration of the intersection of film, music, 
literature, performance, new media, and the 
visual arts. The theme was inspired by the 
global Spanish-language music genre Musica 
Urbana, which shares influences from Africa 
and slavery.

The theme encompasses celebration and 
tragedy, artistry and the everyday, local and 
global, and the confluence of cultures. In 
addition to the films, programming around 
this theme will include live music, dance, and 
participation by artists including filmmakers 

Cecilia Aldarondo and Loira Limbal. 
Ultimately, despite the complications 

caused by COVID-19, it was important to keep 
the festival going and expand it, Unger notes. 
“We are still here. Since it’s virtual, we decided 
we didn’t want to be so rigid. We decided to 
spread it out and have this longer experience.” 

For a schedule of programs and individual 
ticket information, visit cinemahtx.org/
hcaf/schedule. To purchase passes, visit 

cinemahtx.org/hcaf/passes/. 

HOUSTON CINEMA ARTS FESTIVAL  |  CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
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According to the Human Rights Campaign, 
at least 33 trans or gender-nonconforming 
people have been fatally shot or killed by other 
violent means. The majority of those victims 
were young Black and Latinx trans women. 
“More than one in four transgender people 
have lost a job due to bias. One in five transgen-
der individuals have experienced homeless-
ness at some point in their lives,” the National 
Center for Transgender Equality found. 

At TMP’s resource fair on November 16, 
participants can find information on access-
ing hormone therapy and correcting their 
name and gender markers. The event is also an 
opportunity to learn makeup tips and speak di-
rectly with potential employers. The next day, 
Black Trans Empowerment Week will offer an 
online yoga and meditation session. Then on 
November 18, participants can take part in a 
livestream of In Living Colorz, TMP’s biweekly 
podcast. That podcast episode will feature 
community members from Houston and across 
the U.S. who will discuss what is needed to 
build a better more inclusive community that 
values trans people. 

On November 19, TMP will host a commu-
nity mixer. Black Trans Empowerment Week 
concludes on TDOR (November 20) with an 

observance to commemorate the trans people 
who were murdered this year. 

Bayaa-Uzuri describes Black Trans Em-
powerment Week as “a family reunion”—an 
opportunity to meet other members of the 
community and expand participants’ under-
standing of the Black trans community. “Even 
if it’s just one person, [I want Black trans 
people] to know and see [their] community 
in a different light, and see the resources and 
extended network we have [to offer].” 

Although the event was supposed to happen 
in person, TMP’s executive director Verniss 
McFarland III and other event organizers are 
doing their best to create a safe space where 

people can unite and form long-lasting bonds. 
“It’s our hope that the work we do at The Ma-
hogany Project and the Black Trans Empower-
ment Week will provide people who are looking 
for a family with a home,” McFarland says. 

The first Black Trans Empowerment Week 
took place in 2018, a year after McFarland held 
a party to honor the life and legacy of trans 
people who have fought and are still fighting 
for LGBTQ rights. 

When Chyna Doll Dupree, a Black woman, 
became one of at least 21 Black trans people 
killed in 2017, McFarland decided that it would 
take more than a one-day event to acknowledge 
Black trans lives. The TMP founder launched 
Black Trans Empowerment Week to celebrate 
the community while highlighting the issues 
that its members face. 

“We must empower the community and 
individuals who live these experiences by 
honoring them and acknowledging their hard-
ships. We want them to live long, full lives,” 
McFarland says. 

For more information on Black Trans 
Empowerment Week, follow The Ma-

hogany Project’s Facebook at facebook.com/
Mymahoganypro/.
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a safety net, it is possible that you could pay 
premiums into the policy for many years but 
never use the benefits.  

Hybrid Insurance or Annuity Coverage:
Unlike the “use it or lose it” concept of stand-
alone long-term care insurance, a “hybrid” 
plan could provide you with much more flex-
ibility. It can also offer benefits regardless of 
whether or not you or your loved one ever needs 
physical or cognitive care.

For example, a combination life insurance 
and a long-term care plan can pay out a month-
ly amount from the cash value to use toward 
nursing home or home health care needs. Be-
cause the policy also includes a death benefit, it 
can still be beneficial for loved ones even if you 
never need to use the money for care.

There are also combination annuity 
and long-term care policies available in the 
marketplace whereby you can receive regular 
funds for cognitive and/or physical care needs, 
or you could receive a regular income payout 
to supplement your other retirement income 
sources.
 
Are You Protected?
Dementia and memory loss can come about 
in a variety of ways. So if you start to notice 
symptoms in a spouse or other loved one, it 
is essential to be patient and understanding 
while also letting them know that there is 
hope. Likewise, spending quality time with 
loved ones is priceless.

Even if you and your spouse or partner 
are currently young and healthy, unexpected 
illnesses can and do occur. So it is essential 
to prepare for the cost of care ahead of time, 
because if you wait until you actually need 
long-term care, it will be too late to buy insur-
ance that can protect your savings. 

Working with a financial professional who 
is well-versed in long-term care planning is 
a great way to make sure that potential costs 
are covered so that your current savings can 
remain in place for its originally intended 
purpose.

Sources
• Alzheimer’s Association: alz.org
• Dementia Action Alliance: daanow.org
• Genworth 2020 Cost of Care Survey:  
genworth.com/aging-and-you/finances/ 
cost-of-care.html
• National Institute on Aging: nia.nih.gov
Medicare.gov

Grace S. Yung, CFP ®, is a Certified Financial 
Planner practitioner with experience in  
helping LGBT individuals, domestic partners, 
and families plan and manage their finances 
since 1994. She is the managing director at 
Midtown Financial Group, LLC, in Houston.
Yung can be reached at grace.yung@lpl.com.

Check in on YOUR 
mental wellness.

It’s OK to ask for HELP!
FREE Consultation

832-834-7720
houstonbehavioralhealth.com

AVAILABLE NOW 

MONEY SMART  |  CONTINUED FROM PAGE 21
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R E A D  O U T

At the age of 27, award-
winning Houston author 
Bryan Washington 
already has an amazing 
list of accomplishments. 
His best-selling short-
story collection Lot, 
which focuses on Space 

City’s underrepresented queer communities, 
was named one of President Barack Obama’s 
favorite books of 2019. It also appeared on 
best-of-the-year lists from Time magazine, 
NPR, Vanity Fair, and more. 

The bar has been set high for his new novel 
Memorial, which debuted last month. Fortu-
nately, the book has already been met with 
tons of praise—and a TV show deal. “Wash-
ington shows readers more of the unforget-
table Houston he introduced in his stories, and 
comfortably expands his range,” according to 
Publisher’s Weekly.

Memorial tells the story of Benson and 
Mike, a young gay couple in Houston. Benson 
is a Black day-care teacher, and his boyfriend, 
Mike, is a Japanese American chef who works 
at a Mexican restaurant. The two men have 
been happy together for several years, but now 
they are not entirely certain why they’re still 
a couple.  

When Mike moves to Osaka, Japan, to get 
to know his estranged father who is dying, his 
mother moves in with Benson, making for a 
domestic relationship that grows far beyond 
what either of them might have expected. 
Both men’s lives are changed, and they begin 
to view their relationship from a different 
perspective. Memorial celebrates the concepts 
of family and love in all of their strange yet 
joyful forms.   

“I wanted to write something that I would 
enjoy reading,” Washington tells OutSmart. 
“I also wanted to create a love story featuring 
queer characters that didn’t capitalize on their 
trauma. I wanted for them to have love and joy, 
and to laugh at things and be sad, and to enjoy 
each other’s company.”

Washington’s novel has done exactly that. 
And after a summer of negotiations, A24 (the 
powerhouse production company behind Eu-
phoria, Moonlight, and Lady Bird) announced 
that Memorial would be developed into a 
television series produced by Scott Rudin and 
Eli Bush. Washington will adapt his novel for 
the screen.

“This is a gift in a lot of ways, especially 
when there’s enough interest for this to hap-
pen,” Washington says. “It’s certainly not 

anything I ever expected to happen, but I’m 
excited to work with A24 and the producers 
because their primary concern is to create 
something that’s just great to watch. I’m really 
excited.”

Growing Up Queer in Houston
Washington was born in Kentucky and moved 
with his parents and brother to the Houston 
area when he was three. “The city was attract-
ing lots of people, especially because of the low 
cost of living,” Washington says. His father 
worked in the technology industry, and his 
mother was a nurse.  

The family settled in the suburbs just 
outside of Katy, where Washington attended 
school. He immersed himself in his twin pas-
sions—language and cooking—throughout his 
school years before graduating from James 
Taylor High School in 2011.  

Washington says he knew early on that 
he was gay. He also knew enough about it to 
know it was not something to be shared with 
his peer group. Sadly, he didn’t know enough 
to realize there were thriving communities of 
gay men just like himself in every major city.  

“I never formally came out,” Washington 
says. “By high school it was an open secret—
people knew, but didn’t talk about it.”

After high school, Washington entered the 
University of Houston (UH), studying English 
and creative writing. He lived on campus 
for two years, then found a place of his own 
between Montrose and the Third Ward.

During those early college years, he began 
to explore Houston’s LGBTQ community. He 
attended most of the Pride parades between 
2011 and 2015, and circulated through the lo-
cal bars until he found Ripcord, which became 

Hometown Hero
Bryan Washington’s ‘Memorial’
highlights LGBTQ life in Houston.

By BRANDON WOLF
Photo by ALEX ROSA

“I WANTED TO CREATE A 
LOVE STORY FEATURING 

QUEER CHARACTERS THAT 
DIDN’T CAPITALIZE ON THEIR 

TRAUMA. I WANTED FOR 
THEM TO HAVE LOVE AND JOY, 

AND TO LAUGH AT THINGS 
AND BE SAD, AND TO ENJOY 
EACH OTHER’S COMPANY.”

—Bryan Washington

➝ 
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his favorite.       
“My favorite thing about Montrose is the 

diversity by default,” Washington says. “But 
I also love the community, and the different 
ways people find to come together.” 

Becoming a Writer
Washington graduated from UH in 2015. He 
says that his writing skills advanced thanks 
to one of his instructors who took a special 
interest in him and encouraged him. “That 
was especially supportive, since I was writing 
about queer communities,” he says.  

After UH, Washington moved to New Or-
leans and spent three years earning a Master 
of Fine Arts degree in creative writing at the 
University of New Orleans. He developed his 
unique style by reading lots of literature, fic-
tion, and poetry.   

The Awl website served as his outlet for 
demonstrating his literary abilities. One of the 
first breaks he got was being asked to write for 
a New York Times column. He focused on being 
a queer youth growing up in a Jamaican fam-
ily. His work continued to be noticed, and nu-
merous other media sources approached him. 
Since then, Washington has written for The 
New Yorker, The New York Times, Buzzfeed, 

Vulture, The Paris Review, Tin House, One 
Story, Bon Appetit, Gentlemen’s Quarterly 
(GQ), and Catapult. 

After earning his master’s degree, 
Washington moved back to Houston and now 
lives in the Chinatown area around Bellaire 
Boulevard. He also works as a professor at 
Rice University, teaching fiction and creative-
nonfiction courses. 

Washington’s emergence on the main-
stream literature scene came with his collec-
tion of short stories, Lot, which brought to life 
many of the underrepresented cultural groups 
within Houston’s larger LGBTQ community.  
The book was received with great critical 
acclaim. 

Among the literary honors Washington 
has received are the National Book Award’s  
5 Under 35 prize, the New York Public 
Library’s Young Lions Fiction Award, the Ear-
nest J. Gaines Award for Literary Fiction, and 
a Lambda Literary Award. He was a finalist for 
NBCC’s John Leonard Prize, the PEN/Rob-
ert W. Bingham Prize, and the Aspen Words 
Literary Prize.        

Memorial took three years to write. Wash-
ington says the story began as a series of notes 
that later developed into a short story. When 

he showed the notes to his editor, she encour-
aged him to expand it into a full novel. 

While the novel is not entirely autobio-
graphical, it does include some of Washing-
ton’s personal “emotional spaces” that his fic-
tional characters inhabit, and Houston is their 
playground. There are several local references 
made in the book, including a shout-out to 
OutSmart magazine. 

“When we were editing the book, my edi-
tor said, ‘You know, nationally, a lot of people 
might not get the reference to OutSmart,’” 
Washington laughs. “But I said fuck it, let’s 
put it in!”  

 
Memorial by 
Bryan Wash-

ington is available 
now on Amazon. For 
more information 
on the author, visit 
brywashing.com.
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S
haring a famous last name 
garnered R. Lee Ingalls lots of 
questions about his relation-
ship to the children’s book 
author Laura Ingalls Wilder, 
best known for her Little House 
series. The only glitch was that 
he didn’t know a thing about 

Laura, who was his great-grandfather’s cousin. 
“When I was in grade school, one of the 

kids asked me if I was part of the Ingalls family 
from Little House on the Prairie. I didn’t know, 
so I asked my mother. She said, ‘Yes, in fact 
you are,” he recalls. “It planted the seed that I 
would one day write a book [like she did].”

He has followed through with that com-
mitment, and Ingalls on the Prairie: The Gene 
and Fern Ingalls Story is now available for 
purchase online.

The original Little House story is a multi-
book series based on the elder Ingalls’ child-
hood in the Midwest, with a chronology that 
starts in 1870. It spurred stage and screen ad-
aptations, but is most widely recognized as the 
television series that aired from 1974 to 1983. 
Lee Ingalls’ book picks up as a continuation of 
his family’s history from 1929 to 1972.

“[People] wonder what happened with that 
family. Well, we’re still here, so that’s part of 
why I wrote the book. I thought it would answer 
those questions for people who grew up with 
the books or the TV series. We’re still part of 
the fabric of America and living as everyday 
people, just like my ancestors did in her time,” 
Ingalls adds.

Lee Ingalls’ book covers the story of his par-
ents, Gene and Fern, as they raised a family in 
the Midwest during the ever-changing Ameri-
can landscape of the 1950s and ’60s. The book 
offers a short history of his parents’ ancestors, 
their own childhoods, how they met, and finally 
their marriage that resulted in bringing eight 
children into the world. From the time they 
were wed until their older children began to 
leave home, they experienced more tragedy and 
happiness than most couples do in a lifetime. 

Ingalls says the book is ultimately about the 
story of his parents’ dedication to each other.

“The one thing my mom and dad were 
known for was their love for each other. They 
were very committed to each other. They had 
some hiccups in the road, just like every other 
couple, but their love was a constant in their 
life. It’s a love story, but from a different per-
spective,” he says.

The book took nearly a year to complete, 
and it was officially finished last month. After 
retiring from a 36-year career at AT&T, and 
spurred on by the down time that COVID-19 
provided, Ingalls was able to complete the book 
this year. It didn’t come without its complica-
tions, though, as his mother had to assist him 
in recalling some murky memories from his 
childhood.

R E A D  O U T

Picking Up Where 
‘Little House’ Left Off

R. Lee Ingalls pens a book about 
his famous prairie family.

By SAM BYRD
Photo by DALTON DeHART
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Like his famous ancestor, Ingalls did in 
fact grow up in the Midwest, but his vocation 
eventually landed him in Houston.

“I was a dancer in my first career. I danced 
with several dance troupes in the Midwest, 
and was recruited by the Baton Rouge Ballet 
Theatre. I was their principal dancer for a 
few years. I then moved to Houston to dance 
with the Houston Ballet, but by then I was 
approaching 25 years old. Dance is a young 
man’s career, and I thought I needed to make a 
change.”

Ingalls then found work as a project manag-
er and, like his parents, he also found his own 
love story. He met his partner, Brett Cullum, 15 
years ago, and they have been married for six 
years. They now reside in the Montrose area.

Ingalls on the Prairie: The Gene  
and Fern Ingalls Story is available on 

Amazon on both Kindle and paperback.  
$9.99 to $17.99.

“In the [characters’] early years, I kind of 
knew the story line but not the details. I’d write 
a chapter and send it to her. Then she’d take a 
few days to review it and make her notes. We’d 
talk, and I’d correct my story line,” he explains. 
“It took quite a while because she doesn’t have 
anything electronic; everything was hardcopy. 
It’s easier for her to make her notes that way.”

Ingalls has plans to publish more books, 
and he hopes his second book will carry on the 
family tradition of documenting more of an 
autobiographical history.

“Laura Ingalls Wilder wrote her first book 
when she was one year younger than I am. 
There was nothing about her family that stood 
out from any other family at that time. The 
difference is that Laura documented it. We 
were able to get a glimpse of what it looked like 
for regular Americans during the late 19th 
century. It’s an extraordinary period in our na-
tion’s history,” Ingalls says. “My story will be 
similar—a gay kid raised in the upper Midwest, 
and the struggles we had.”
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R E A D  O U T

Call it fate, or call it 
luck. Whatever it was, 
Dr. Matthew Jones 
isn’t questioning it. 
A seemingly random 
YouTube interaction 
led to a connection that 

ultimately gave Jones unprecedented access 
to the archives of activist, musician, and AIDS 
self-empowerment evangelist Michael Callen. 
In his new book, Love Don’t Need a Reason: 
The Life and Music of Michael Callen, Jones 
explains how Callen’s lessons and legacy are 
still at work today. 

“The thing that motivates everything I 
do as a scholar and writer is telling untold or 
unknown LGBTQ stories, specifically about 
music,” explains Jones, a Houston-based 
musicologist and historian. “I learned about 
Michael Callen when I was in graduate school 
ten years ago. Michael was always listed in 
footnotes during my research, and I always 
wondered who this person was.” 

After poking around on YouTube, Jones 
discovered Callen wasn’t just a staunch AIDS 
activist, but a fine musician as well. “I left a 
comment on a clip of a Callen interview some-
one posted, and asked for the rest of the clip,” 
Jones recalls. 

What he didn’t realize was that the clip 
was from Callen’s surviving partner, Richard 
Dworkin. “I had no idea it was him!” Jones 
laughs. “He wrote back asking why I was ask-
ing about this. I explained I was doing research 
for a seminar paper, and he eventually invited 
me to his home in Queens.”

An Artistic 
Activist 
Legacy
Dr. Matthew Jones’ 

new book recounts the life
of a pioneering AIDS activist 

and musician. 
By  ZACHARY McKENZIE

Shortly after arriving in New York City, 
Jones started rifling through Callen’s materi-
als that the musician left in Dworkin’s posses-
sion, as well as other collections that he had 
assembled before his death. 

“Richard also introduced me to Michael’s 
friends, his biological family, his queer family 
of choice, and his musical family. All of these 
people enthusiastically signed on to share 
stories about Michael and his life. It was stupid 
luck,” Jones admits. “I’ve never been the right 
person in the right place to tell a particular 
story before, but in that moment I knew I had to 
write this. Callen’s life is so compelling, his ac-
tivism is important, and his music is so good.” 

Jones suggests starting with the album Purple 
Heart to get a taste of Callen’s music. 

The out scholar was equipped with every 
possible resource to write his book. “I love dig-
ging through archives and reading letters that 
people write. I’m 42, so I grew up in the shadow 
of the AIDS epidemic and I’ve long been 
interested in its impact on gay male communi-
ties, [as well as its significance in] the larger 
LGBTQ+ context.” 

Jones notes that almost everyone he inter-
viewed said that most of their friends from that 
era are dead. “It was a challenge to keep going, 
[but] Michael had an abundant amount of hope 
and positivity. Part of Michael’s activist agenda 
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Historian and writer
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was to avoid the propaganda of hopelessness. 
So I was able to avoid the hopelessness of the 
activism that I want my work to achieve.”

Today, Jones considers Callen’s inner circle 
to be his own friends. “Richard and I talked 
about what I envisioned this project would 
turn into, and he started tearing up,” Jones re-
calls. “He took my hand and said they had been 
waiting for someone to tell Michael’s story. 
That was one of the moments that solidified my 
friendship with Richard.” 

The love, admiration, and fierce protec-
tion of Callen that Jones saw in his friends  
highlighted the importance of getting the book 
right. “Michael was treated very badly by some 
of the AIDS activist organizations and LGBTQ 
groups, so the people who knew him are fierce-
ly protective of him and his legacy. Building 
trust with those people was really important,” 
Jones says. “Becoming friends with them has 
been one of the most beautiful and rewarding 
parts for me. Building intergenerational bonds 
[is so rare] in our community. The people who 
remain from the Stonewall era, they’re all 
pushing 70 or 80, and they aren’t going to be 

with us forever.” 
Jones hopes that readers will come to ap-

preciate Callen’s impact on queer culture, both 
as an artist and activist. “I hope that people 
reinsert him into the history of homosexu-
ality, queerness, and HIV/AIDS in the late 
20th century. The other thing I want readers 
to know is that a queer person can change 
the world,” Jones says. “Michael Callen co-

authored a book in 1983 called How to Have 
Sex in an Epidemic: One Approach. That book 
introduced the idea of “safe sex.” Back when no 
one knew what the main cause of AIDS was, he 
wrote this book that introduces the idea that 
gay men should use condoms to avoid trans-
mitting known infectious bodily fluids. That 
continues to shape the way people have sex to 
this very day.” 

Gleefully looking forward to his book’s re-
lease by the queer-owned publisher Punctum 
Books, Jones reflects on his subject’s legacy:  
“I hope some young LGBTQ person reading 
this book realizes we are people making his-
tory and shaping history. Our communities 
have been driving forces in so many things, 
and our accomplishments are often recognized 
[without mentioning that they are queer ac-
complishments].” 
 

Dr. Matthew Jones’ book Love Don’t 
Need a Reason: The Life and Music of 

Michael Callen is available for purchase begin-
ning in November. For more information, visit 
tinyurl.com/y4ggm2ln.
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been able to put it into words: I think we’re all 
incredibly critical of ourselves, to [our own] 
detriment. Especially gay people. That’s what 
I liked about the book. If anybody knows about 
showing only certain sides of ourselves and 
“acting out” as a character, it’s gay people. If 
we put a spotlight on this persona, then we’re 
good. But we can’t show [straight people] that 
persona, because they wouldn’t handle that. 
And you just have to be able to focus on all of it, 
and admit it to all of your selves. I had to look at 
whether I’m a good father or not. A lot of people 
would look at my life and think I’m a terrible 
father, and other people may think I’m a good 
father. I just feel that if you’re gay, it’s harder for 
you to know yourself in terms of how the rest 
of the world sees you. We can’t separate the gay 
part of ourselves from any other part. It’s not 
conceivable. It’s who we are, just like how we 
can’t change any other thing about us. When 
we expose our real selves to the outside world, 
being open and honest about who we are, it’s 
then judged, and [that judgment is] based on an 

what I went through more easily, or let their 
family know what they were going through. I 
had to swallow my own ego and just be honest 
about [my experiences]. There were stories I 
wish weren’t in the book for that reason, but if I 
was going to be honest, I had to put them in. 

What was the hardest part about writing 
this book? 
You’re asking questions that I should know 
the answers to. It was an organic thing; I was 
doing this because I didn’t know what else to 
do. I wrote these stories, and then they kind 
of formed a structure in memoir. I could then 
see that this could be something like Sloane 
Crosby, or Samantha Irby, or Michael Arce-
neaux, or something like that. I did that same 
kind of structure, but I was maybe a little more 
vulnerable. 

When you were discovering these differ-
ent aspects of yourself, did you go through 
a sort of “coming out” process? Did this 
book help you introduce these versions of 
you to the world? 
There were parts of myself that I didn’t like 
admitting [were there]. It’s universal, but I’ve 

A
fter a rich career as a writer and 
director in the world of anime, 
Houstonian multi-hyphenate 
Ste7en Foster has created a new 
universe of expressive, arche-
typal characters—and they’re all 
in his head. In his debut memoir 
The Last Alias, Foster explores 

22 distinct personas from within: “The Survi-
vor,” “The Fool,” “The Freak of Nature,” “The 
Sexual Carnivore,” and many more. In the pro-
cess, he examines painful episodes involving 
mental health, gay identity, and familial strife 
while casting off hang-ups about sexuality and 
expression and embarking on a new path of 
self (or perhaps selves) awareness. OutSmart 
spoke with Foster about his long path to The 
Last Alias. 

David Odyssey: What was the genesis of 
this memoir? 
Ste7en Foster: About four years ago, after 
I left my anime career, I had what Lemony 
Snicket would call “a series of unfortunate 
events.” That’s what shook my world up. It was 
a breakdown, and I had to figure out what my 
new world looked like by looking at the old 
world.

How did you come to these “selves” that 
you explore in the book? 
These were the stories that wouldn’t let go; the 
stories that needed to be told. I was in a time 
of self-examination and self-discovery, and I 
wound up looking at how one story set off the 
other, and one dovetailed into the other. I just 
followed the stories where they led me, and 
they helped me find out who I was as a person 
again. 

When did you feel like you were ready 
to start assembling and sharing these 
stories?  
I thought that if I could help just one person, 
and [even if it’s] only one person, then it will 
make all that I went through a little bit easier to 
swallow. Because if that’s not the case, I’m left 
with “God’s a dick,” and I don’t want to believe 
that. So I thought that maybe if I tell these 
stories, they could help people accept or under-
stand parts of themselves more, or go through 

R E A D  O U T
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True ‘Selves’

Ste7en Foster comes to terms with his different personas in his new memoir, The Last Alias.
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Who the hell is that?

Ste7en Foster thought he knew the answer Ste7en Foster thought he knew the answer 
to that question. But when a trio of 
tragedies struck, he didn’t know who he was 
anymore. When he went looking, he didn’t 
 nd himself. Instead he discovered 22 
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designed and used like masks—consciously 
and subconsciously—through the years. and subconsciously—through the years. 
And each had their own story.
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outside point of view. We don’t get to stand on 
our own and go, “This is me! Here I am!” It’s got 
to be subjected to the world’s mores and mor-
als, and the world’s point of view. Gay people 
don’t get to say “free to be, you and me” like the 
rest of the world does. [The world doesn’t judge 
being] straight like they judge being gay. If you 
want to have a family, they don’t judge that part 
of you. But if you’re gay, they say that you might 
not be fit to have kids. We’re just different. 

Did going through this process of con-
fronting your different selves lead you to 
confront any moral hang-ups or judg-
ments you had about yourself? Did you 
get to reclaim any aspect of yourself that 
society may have deemed “unfit?” 
I had to look at myself really honestly, and 
that was good and bad. I looked at myself and 
realized that I’m more of a hero than I ever 
thought I was. I never thought of myself as 
a brave person, or someone who would go to 
battle. But I am that person! Sexually, I had 
to ask myself: Is this dysfunction, or is this 
what I like? I remember I got into a fight with 
my sexual counselor. She was trying to say 
that sex doesn’t define us, and I said it doesn’t 
define us but it’s a very big part of who we are. 
Maybe I’m talking about men more, but not in 
blanket terms. But we’re driven by sex—sex 

interests us, sex propels us. And we have so 
many more hang-ups about that, because from 
our first sexual inkling on, we were branded 
“bad.” If you’re straight, you don’t get that. You 
want to play house with Susie next door, and 
that’s totally fine, and everyone is cool with it. 
But if you want to do that with Billy next door, 
you find out that that’s not really cool, and 
that’s not what it’s supposed to be. That’s your 
first introduction to it as a child: expressing 
yourself is bad. And [it’s the same for] our first 
sexual experience, or our first romantic experi-
ence. We’re told that our very nature, and the 
very thing we’re driven to, our very desire, is 
wrong, and we’re wrong. We have to fight that 
the whole rest of the way, which means that 
it magnifies every little kink we have. Do we 
accept it? Do we embrace it? Does it make us 
more ourselves? 

Are there any sides of you that were previ-
ously hidden and now get to be embraced 
and brought into the world? 
Yes! It’s often the uncomfortable parts that I 
need to embrace—parts of myself that I’m not 
proud of. Why is that? That’s old culture, and 
all these old religious or sexual mores putting 
themselves on me that I’m still constricted 
by. The challenge is to embrace that part of 
me. The part that is... well, who I am. There’s a 

story about sex in the book, and I put a warning 
on it saying the story is very sexually graphic 
and uses sensitive language that may not be 
appropriate. There are very graphic sex scenes, 
and it’s almost up to the reader to decide if this 
is positive, or negative. Is this his fucked-up 
sexuality, or is this his romanticism? I left that 
up to the reader to decide.  

It sounds like it comes down to reclamation. 
It was about analyzing who I was—accepting 
the good parts and the bad parts, and em-
bracing them both. With the ones that were 
poisonous, I need to know that I can keep a 
closer rein on them and not let them take over, 
which is what they’re likely to do. There’s one 
called “The Punisher,” and he’s always willing 
to take the lead. And the fact that I’m aware 
of that now gives me power over it. Then I can 
go forward and be stronger and not so critical, 
and I can shine that light on those parts of me. 
It’s like knowing the bad parts of you is what 
gives you power over them, so you can control 
them more. And then the good stuff can come 
in. It blows you away, and you’re like, “Holy 
shit, I didn’t think I was this good of a guy, and I 
am. It’s amazing.” 

The Last Alias is available 
at amazon.com
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L
esbian documentary filmmaker 
Catherine Gund has an excep-
tional eye for subject matter when 
it comes to her movie projects. 
Of course, it helped that she was 
already familiar with gay perfor-
mance artist Ron Athey, the late 
lesbian Mexican singer Chavela 

Vargas, and lesbian choreographer Elizabeth 
Streb. And she’s especially well acquainted with 
the subject of her new doc Aggie (Strand Releas-
ing/Aubin Pictures), which is about art collector 
and philanthropist Agnes Gund, who is also 
Catherine’s mother. 

Agnes’ name may be familiar to some read-
ers from her tenure as president of the Museum 
of Modern Art in New York. Others may recall 
her incredible act of generosity when, after 
selling a piece of art from her private collection 
in 2017—Roy Lichtenstein’s Masterpiece—for 
an estimated $165 million dollars, she donated 
$100 million dollars from the sale to establish 
Art for Justice, a grant-making organization 
“focused on safely reducing the prison popula-
tion, promoting justice reinvestment, and creat-
ing art that changes the narrative around mass 
incarceration.” 

Can you even imagine a subject more worthy 
of a documentary? Of course, that was direc-
tor Catherine’s greatest challenge, because 
her mother prefers to stay out of the limelight. 
Nevertheless, you’ll be glad that Catherine pre-
vailed, because Aggie is a truly delightful and 
eye-opening work of art. 

Catherine Gund was kind enough to chat 
with OutSmart before the film’s release.

Gregg Shapiro: Catherine, you have a history 
of making docs about undeniably fascinating 
people, including Chavela Vargas, Ron Athey, 
and  Elizabeth Streb. What is involved in your 
decision-making process when it comes to the 
subjects for your films?
Catherine Gund: I love this question about how 
to identify fascinating people, because I never 
set out to profile someone or make a movie about 
someone. It’s always been somebody who’s al-

F I L M

By GREGG SHAPRIO 

ready in my life, and then it sort of develops into 
this story that I feel is always much bigger than 
that person. You’re absolutely right, Ron Athey 
was the first feature-length film documentary 
that I made. That was another scenario where 
we were friends. I was friends with most of the 
people in the film before I made the film. This 
art, and this living—for me, it’s [about the] expe-
rience. It’s “let’s make food, let’s make a movie, 
let’s make love, let’s make happiness, let’s make 
something together.” A lot of these relation-
ships have already been established in that vein 
and then we move on, and making a movie just 
becomes an obvious outlet. Each case was some-
thing like that.

Aggie, your new doc about your mother, 
Agnes Gund, is an especially personal proj-
ect. Why was now the time to make a movie 
about her?
As a documentary filmmaker, many people in 
her world have said to me, “Your mom’s great! 
When are you going to make a movie about her?” 
I’ve always said, “Never, never, never.” [Laughs] 
I was very clear about that. But then she did this 
incredible [philanthropic] thing. She didn’t talk 
about it, she didn’t say she should do it, she just 
did it! In the French Revolution, they called it 
“the propaganda of the deed.” I just needed to 
add to that, to amplify that as something for all 
of us to aspire to. Nobody can do exactly what 
she did. Nobody can do what you do. Every-
one can do something, and we don’t have to be 
constrained by the mainstream media or ad-
vertising or tradition. We can actually use our 
imagination to do something different, that re-
sponds to our gut instincts, that responds to our 
intuition. We can follow our intuition to places 
where the mainstream media, advertising, the 
education system, and other things won’t lead 
us. Art, to me, is what can lead us there. I want 
to share. I want everyone to feel the same way 
I do about art. I feel like art is our salvation as 
individuals, as a community, and as a society. It 
needs to find a path forward, both to heal past 
wrongs and current wrongs, as we’re experienc-
ing right now in our government—the legacy of 

slavery, the history of anti-Black racism, and the 
violence that this society was founded on. It is 
such a violent society. We need to be able to heal, 
and then to move to something that’s more just 
and beautiful. 

Fairly early in the movie, you ask your 
mother if she wants to see a rough cut of 
the documentary. Has she seen it yet? If so, 
what does she think of it?
[Laughs] As in, does she still not want anyone to 
see it?

It was very funny when she said that to you 
in the car.
It’s absolutely what she said! I think she un-
derstands this part. I think there are moments 
when I can speak about the bigger picture, or 
other people speak about it. She obviously is an 
exceedingly humble and shy person who shuns 
the spotlight. That’s just a fact. It made making a 
film about her extremely difficult, because here 
I was saying, “You’re a good person, you should 
have a film made about you,” but the reason 
you’re good is that you don’t want the film made 
about you. So that was a challenge. I feel like I 
tried to foreground in the film and make it clear 
that she doesn’t want the film made. But she 
deeply believes in the end of mass incarceration, 
that this [moment in history] requires a reckon-
ing, and that she can speak to that. To anyone 
who is listening, even if it’s a small group, even 
if it’s just me, even if it’s a few friends. We all 
know it’s bigger than that. She does have a voice, 
and she can use that voice to create a world that 
would benefit everyone.

The movie is full of examples of your moth-
er’s delightful sense of humor. The inter-
view scene with filmmaker John Waters, 
for example. 
[Laughs] That was the best, the very best!

Do you share her wit, or would you consider 
yourself to be more serious?
I think we have very different senses of humor. 
I definitely think hers is much drier and wittier. 

The Aggie and the Ecstasy
An interview with filmmaker Catherine Gund. 
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I laugh freely and I crack jokes constantly. You 
wouldn’t believe how many of those little clips 
in the back seat of the car there are. In a way, her 
priorities are right, but that means that they’re 
not always the same priorities as yours. Here 
I am, trying to get her to speak and be inter-
viewed, to tell me about X, Y, and Z. She spent 
so much time in the conversations with people, 
asking them questions.

Were you aware when you were growing up 
of what, exactly, your mother had hanging 
on her walls?
I was and I wasn’t. When she moved to New 
York City, I was out of the house. I will say that is 
when it became clearer, certainly to me. Maybe 
because I was older. I think with her being in 
New York, she was freer to do it. There are cer-
tain pieces that I know were in the house when 
I was little. They’re just burned into my psyche. 
The Mark Rothko piece has been in our house 
my whole life. I knew it was there, and I loved it. 
I felt a connection to it. Also the Hans Hofmann, 
which is in the Museum of Modern Art show. 
It’s a very colorful block-color piece. That was 
always there while I was growing up. There was 
art around, for sure. We moved several times, 
but I can remember where the Rothko piece was 
in every single house. This was when things 
didn’t change as much as they do now in her 
house, where art is being loaned out constantly 
and new art is being hung. It’s just a beautiful, 
living gallery. Growing up, there were fewer 
pieces and the thing that changed would be the 
Christmas tree. A Christmas tree would come, 
and some furniture had to be moved. We would 
decorate the Christmas tree, and I would always 
think of that in relation to the art that was still 
on the walls.

Aggie’s [interest in] philanthropy and ac-
tivism is equal to her talent for art collect-
ing. Did you inherit your mother’s activist 
spirit?
I certainly am an activist, and have been from 
a young age. It’s hard to know when and why 
those things happen. I’m sort of a 50/50 person. 
You’re 50 percent nurture, 50 percent nature. I 
think that’s just the default when we don’t know 
the answer. I was raised with three siblings, 
and they’re not like me. Did I inherit a gene that 
they didn’t necessarily inherit? I think a lot of it 
came from being queer, [where] you are always 
having to understand the language of the main-
stream as well as that of your own perspective 
and your own view of things. [You have] experi-
ences which you know to be different from the 
mainstream story you’re being told. I think that 
allowed me, right away, to know that there was 
something else. I think art is a portal as well. 
Whether it was nature or nurture, I did inherit 
from my mother [the ability] to see the world 

through art. That is a way toward understand-
ing, a portal [through which we can see] a dif-
ferent path forward, and then to understand 
injustice. She was always a feminist, although 
she wouldn’t use that term. [Laughs] I still don’t 
think she would, even though I’ve argued with 
her (probably once every 10 years), “Go ahead, 
say you’re a feminist.” “But why?” Even this 
action of Art For Justice, she wasn’t going to 
talk about it, she just wanted it to change. She 
wanted to get funding and support to the people 
who are doing the work, who knew what was 
wrong and are systematically solving it. Art For 
Justice is so different as a funding mechanism 
because it prioritizes art and activism together. 
That’s my sweet spot. That’s where I live, where 
art and activism are the same thing.

Because this is such a personal film, what 
are you hoping the audience takes away 
from it?
It is a really personal film, and for that reason I 
feel like I partly had to make myself vulnerable. 
But I also feel like there’s not really an argument 

with inspiring people to think about their com-
munity and their relationships within their fam-
ily and in their country and in the world. I think 
that’s what I want people to take away.  Like 
these conversations show, you talk to people who 
you don’t know everything about, or who you 
don’t agree with on everything. Also, the way she 
sees the world through art. People have said to 
me, “I thought artists were just old dead white 
guys. That was the definition I was given.” It’s 
horrifying to realize that that’s still what people 
are taught. If you go to museums, you’re still 
going to see Picasso and Matisse and Renoir and 
Rembrandt. All these old dead white guys. These 
are the names that will come up if you say “art-
ist.” People aren’t thinking of Faith Ringgold, 
Hank Willis Thomas, Glenn Ligon, or Teresita 
Fernández. So many older, younger, and estab-
lished artists. Some are performance artists and 
some are sculptors and some are painters. Julie 
Mehretu’s artwork is very abstract, although she 
will say each piece is about an experience that 
is very concrete to her. Mark Bradford’s work 
hangs on gallery walls. It’s incredibly powerful 
because there’s an energy that goes into it, and 
that spirit reflects right back out at you. It’s not 
about what the pieces are. I’m looking around 
the room I’m sitting in now, and I see all these 
different pieces that mean so much to me. One 
is made by my daughter, one is made by a friend, 
one is an image that everybody really loves and 
connects to in our family. The piece doesn’t mat-
ter. It’s the idea of having that energy in the room 
and having that as a part of our language. Our 
ability to communicate is based on a language of 
seeing. What do we see? That then dictates what 
we know. It’s a cycle. I would love people to think 
of art that way.
 

For more information on Aggie, 
visit aubinpictures.com/aggie.

Agnes & Catherine Gund
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G A YC A T I O N S

A
lthough some would argue that 
we have “turned the corner” 
on the pandemic, I still talk 
about travelling “during” the 
pandemic since many regions 
around the globe are experi-
encing their second and third 
waves of the coronavirus. 

Regardless, I want to dispel some of the travel 
myths I have heard by sharing my recent 
experiences with traveling across country and 
abroad. 

My first trip to Florida was in June, and I 
really geared up for it by wearing long pants, a 
long-sleeved shirt, gloves, face mask, and face 
shield. My personal sanitization process in 
the airport would go something like this: pick 
up luggage, vigorously wipe luggage, change 
gloves, and liberally apply hand sanitizer. 
Repeat these steps whenever the luggage was 
out of my hands. As soon as I arrived at my 
destination, my clothes went straight in the 
washer and I stepped into the shower. 

Although I’ve eased up on the glove chang-
ing, I still wear a face mask, a face shield, 
and I bring extra hand sanitizer to use as I go 
through airports. Since then, I’ve made several 
trips to Florida and Pineapple Point Guest 
House. I have also flown to Colorado and back.  
When I return home to Houston, I take the pre-
cautionary measure to self-quarantine for 10 
to 14 days and have a rapid test before I reunite 
with my family. 

Watching the safety measures and proto-
cols that Pineapple Point has put in place made 
me realize that we all have the power to make 
our own choices when armed with the facts, 

Traveling 
during a 
Pandemic

How to stay safe while 
navigating COVID-19

By JOAKIM GUSTAVSSON

regardless of whether we are at home or travel-
ing. I also realized that each of us has varying 
levels of risk tolerance. As individuals, we are 
responsible for our own choices regarding 
our exposure to the coronavirus, just like the 
responsibility we take when making financial 
decisions and investments.  

During a recent trip to VACAYA’s UNICO 
resort south of Playa del Carmen (my first 
LGBTQ vacation since pandemic travel restric-
tions were put in place), it was interesting to 
read the conversations among members of the 
Facebook group that was created for this trip. 
Mainly, the travel-shaming. One member said 
that anyone going on a trip at this time was 
“irresponsible” and “a health risk.” Those anti-
travel members were on the extreme end of the 
risk-tolerance scale. But I can say, without a 
shadow of a doubt, that from my perspective 
the trip was as safe as going to my local grocery 
store. Many of those on the trip got a rapid test 

the week before departure.
This resort has a capacity of over 800, but 

there were only around 250 of us due to hotel 
capacity regulations and the restrictions 
imposed by the Mexican government. The 
resort staff appropriately wore their masks for 
the entire week, and the guests were requested 
to wear masks or face shields when moving 
around the resort. In the pools, people kept 
their distance except those who were there 
with close friends—and even then, some groups 
wore masks. Upon arrival, everyone got to 
choose a lanyard to wear that held their room 
key and indicated their social-distancing pref-
erence with color codes. Red indicated “keep 
your distance and wear a mask at all times 
while around me,” and green meant “you can 
wear your mask around me, or not.” 

The parties and entertainment were all 
outdoors, and people would dance in their 
groups. Everyone knew to keep their distance 

Dave Gervase (l), Team VACAYA’s Randle Roper, and Ted Schouten
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from those who were wearing a red-colored 
lanyard. At the restaurants each night, tem-
perature checks were required before anyone 
was seated.  

Of course, we had some additional excite-
ment during our week with the Category 4 
Hurricane Delta coming our way. As it ap-
proached, we were moved to the conference 
center of the resort to spend one night on 
mattresses set up by the staff. VACAYA put on 
a show for us, and staff members who stayed 
there were gracious and hospitable. The resort 
was built in 2017 to withstand a Category 
5 hurricane, so at no point did I feel unsafe. 
There were a few nervous guests, but absolute-
ly zero drama. Truthfully, deep down most of 
us were excited about the extra-ness of it all! 

Fortunately, Delta made landfall north of 
us as a Category 2 storm and passed within 
two hours. We passed a bucket and collected an 
additional $7,800 in tips for the staff’s generos-
ity, and we also gave them a standing ovation. 
Right after the storm, and before bus service 
was restored to rotate the staff, many of the 
guests pitched in to help put the sun chairs 
and umbrellas back outside. It was the least we 
could do, and soon we were ready to go back to 
relaxing in the beautiful Mexican weather.  

Personally, I felt safer during that VACAYA 
trip than I sometimes do in Houston. Nobody 
needed to preach about wearing a mask or how 
to wear them correctly, and social distanc-
ing was easy to maintain at the pools, in the 
restaurants, and at the bars. 

From my perspective, life must go on and 
we must keep living. Yet, we all have a respon-
sibility to avoid exposing others to risks that 
are beyond their comfort level. For me, the 
most important part of the week was connect-
ing with my friends from all over, even in the 
unconventional circumstances.    

When your personal risk-tolerance level is 
at a point where you feel you’re ready to ven-
ture out into the world for a vacation, you will 
first need to research the specific restrictions 
in place for your destination. Luckily, Mexico 
was pretty relaxed about visiting Americans, 
but that may not be the same for every country. 
You don’t want to get caught in a place where 
the government is likely to impose sudden 
restrictions that could ruin your travel plans.

Wherever you decide to travel, know that 
the local hospitality professionals at your des-
tination of choice are going beyond the call of 
duty to ensure your health and safety through-
out your stay.

Joakim “Kim” Gustavsson is an avid 
traveler and an international business 

consultant to several Fortune 100 companies. 
He and his husband, Charles, own Concierge 
Travel, an agency specializing in LGBTQ travel. 

Jan 17 - 24, 2021
Apr 11 - 16, 2021

May 1 - 8, 2021
July 9 - 18, 2021

Aug 29 - Sept 7, 2021
Nov 28 - Dec 5, 2021

30th Anniversary Cruise - Allure of the Seas
Virgin Caribbean Cruise - Scarlet Lady
Club Atlantis Cancun - Club Med Cancun
Venice to Athens Cruise - Oceania Riviera
Odyssey Med Cruise - Odyssey of the Seas
Club Atlantis Lux - Club Med Miches Playa Esmeralda

Atlantis events

Apr 11 - 23, 2021
May 12 - 19, 2021

May 23 - Jun 4, 2021
Aug 16 - 25, 2021

Sep 4 - 13, 2021
Oct 14 - 26, 2021
Nov 7 - 19, 2021Nov 7 - 19, 2021

Nov 20 - 27, 2021
Nov 22 - Dec 2, 2021, Dec 8 - 18, 2021

Mar 3 - 11, 2022
Mar 11 - 16, 2022
Sept 3 - 15, 2022

Sept 15 - 24, 2022
Oct 5 - 17, 2022Oct 5 - 17, 2022

Oct 13 -25, 2022
Oct  14 - 24, 2022

Oct 24 - Nov 6, 2022

Amazon Cruise & Machu Picchu Discovery - Delphin III
Paris, Normandy & The Seine River - The Amadeus Diamond
Japan / Land of the Rising Sun - Land Package
Prague & Danube River Cruise - Amadeus Imperial
Bucharest to Budapest Danube River Cruise - Amadeus Queen
Vietnam & Cambodia / Mekong River Cruise - Mekong Jewel
Amazon Cruise & Machu Picchu ExpeditionAmazon Cruise & Machu Picchu Expedition - Delphin III
Panama Canal - Royal Clipper
Africa Safari & Tour  
Enchanting Egypt - Nile Adventurer 
Jordan & Petra / Wonders of the Desert 
Burgundy & Provence - MS Amadeus Provence
Royal Clipper Mediterranean Sailing  
Scotland’s Royal Majesty Cruise & ExplorationScotland’s Royal Majesty Cruise & Exploration -Lord of the Highlands
Vietnam & Cambodia Mekong River - Mekong Jewel 
Nepal & Bhutan Exploration 
India & the Ganges River - RV Ganges

BRAND G VACATIONS

Sept 1 - 8, 2021
Oct 30 - Nov 6, 2021

Nov 14 - 22, 2021
Mar 3 - 10, 2022
Jun 5 - 12, 2022

Iceland Cruise - Ponant Le Jacques Cartier
Mexico Resort - Panama Jacks
New Orleans Cruise - American Duchess
Caribbean Cruise
Costa Rica Resort - Andaz Papagayo

vacaya
Ready to 

TRAVEL Again? 

Check out the 

EXCITING 

ADVENTURES 

we’re offering!

2/28 - 3/72021

PUERTO VALLARTA 
BEACH CLUB & VILLA VERANO

WINNER
Best Local LGBTQ 

Travel Agency

RUNNER-UP
Best LGBTQ Cruise or 

Tour Company

 877.775.9616Contact us toll free:

VACAYA’s Oasis at UNICO
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THERAPEUTIC
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1806 A. Westheimer Rd.
Houston, TX 77098
713.528.2010

BOUTIQUEEYECARE.COM
Schedule online at

713.942.8598713.942.8598
www.CoryLoganDDS.com

530 Waugh Dr. | Houston TX 77019

ONE OF THE BEST DENTISTS
OutSmart Readers’ Choice

Awards 2006 —  2019

— H Texas Magazine

VOTED AS ONE OF HOUSTON’S
TOP DENTISTS

2004 – 2020

Awards 2006  2019

QUALITY DENTISTRY
ONE PATIENT AT A TIME!

STILL SEEING CLIENTS 
THROUGH HIPAA-

COMPLIANT VIDEO 
CONFERENCING & 

TELEPHONE SESSIONS.

Psychotherapy, Career Counseling,
Individual, & Relationship Counseling

Denis “Woodja”
Flanigan, Ph. D.

Licensed psychologist

HELPING YOU REACH YOUR FULL POTENTIAL!

For mental health news, and information, you can follow me at
www.facebook.com/Flanigan.psychotherapy

Specializing in individuals, 
couples, & family relational 

issues to regain your 
direction, sense of meaning,

and your happiness.
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PSYCHOLOGIST
2011 – 2020
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the site in 2015. When they finally decided to 
go out, they went for barbeque at Gabby’s on 
North Shepherd and were shocked to discover 
that they lived only two blocks from one an-
other. “Lydia owns a home on the opposite side 
of the same street, and has for years—and we 
never crossed paths! Now that’s just crazy. The 
universe was laughing at us!”

When they got their barbeque and sat 
down, Crystal says she was in for a very big 
surprise. “I don’t know how to explain this, 
other than to say that Lydia began inhaling her 
food—both hands going, shoving food in her 
face as if she hadn’t eaten in a week. She would 
catch a breath and then go at it again. The mo-
ment was surreal to me.” Crystal loved it. She 
figured if Lydia could be totally herself and 
not put on the “first-date show” that so many 
people do, she had to be as self-assured and 
down-to-earth as a girl could be.  

“In my head I thought, ‘I’m going to marry 
this girl,’” Crystal says. “Then I thought, ‘What 
the heck is wrong with me? This is our first 
date!’” But it was indeed that very first date 
when Crystal knew Lydia was the one. 

Lydia says she knew she wanted to marry 
Crystal the day that marriage equality was 
passed into law. That morning, she says, “I had 
been texting my friend Chelsea about Crystal 
and told her that I knew I was going to marry 
her. Once the announcement came, I met 
Crystal for lunch. We both got a soda with our 
lunch, and hers said ‘Share a Coke with Your 
Soulmate.’ I mean, come on, universe! I hear 
ya! So that was that.”

Lydia decided to propose to Crystal at the 
mouth of the Grand Canyon. Despite being 
involved in a major car accident, Lydia flew 
to Las Vegas with Crystal to celebrate their 
four-year anniversary. “Crystal thought I was 

Third Time’s 
the Charm

Lydia Meadows and  
Crystal Murley met three times 

before finally hitting it off.

WEDDING GUIDE
By JENNY BLOCK   |   Photos by MIGUEL CHARRIÉ

For Lydia Meadows and 
Crystal Murley, good things 
come in threes. The couple 
first met at JR’s Bar & Grill 
eight years before they 
met again online through 
Match.com. JR’s was a non-

starter, Lydia says, “Crystal was my bartender 
and I offered to buy her a drink. She politely 

Crystal Murley  (l)
and Lydia Meadows

➝ 

declined. Then a few weeks later I saw her 
bartending again, so I slipped her my number 
on the bar tab. Never heard from her. Later, I 
found out that bartenders don’t really look at 
those tabs.”

Luckily, Match.com knew the women 
needed to meet even if Crystal didn’t get the 
hint at JR’s. The pair said they connected 
immediately over email once they matched on 

http:// match.com.
http:// match.com 
http:// outsmartmagazine.com 
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tal’s grandmother, and irises represented my 
grandmother,” Lydia explains. Their vows, on 
the other hand, were not part of any plan. “We 
decided to ad lib our vows, [which made for] 
some pretty hilarious moments. And our offici-
ant, Leslie Jenkins, found a wonderful reading 
about hands, and how we will continue to hold 
each other up and support one another for the 
rest of our lives.”

Their wedding cake was a unicorn cake 
made by Crystal’s sister-in-law that combined 
red and purple paintbrush strokes. And Dolly 
Parton’s “Pure and Simple” was their first 
dance song. Parton’s Pure and Simple Tour 
was one of the best concerts the pair says they 
ever attended together. “That concert made 
us feel like we were sitting on Dolly’s front 
porch, laughing and singing with her,” Lydia 
says. That night, they knew “Pure and Simple” 
would be their first dance at their wedding 
one day. “At the end of the night, we looked at 
each other and said this is exactly what we had 
wanted: a big party where we just happen to get 
married in the middle,” Lydia says. 

When things “settle down” on the CO-
VID-19 front, the couple says they will take off 
for a honeymoon in Greece. “Island hopping on 
the Greek Isles sounds like the perfect way to 
relax and enjoy the variety of things that the 
islands have to offer,” Lydia says. 

If Crystal had just one chance to share with 
the world what makes Lydia so special, she 
says she would exclaim, “Lydia is an amazing 
woman on every level, and an incredibly talent-
ed actor. I am blessed to have such a wonderful 
woman as my wife.” 

And Lydia is at no loss for words when it 
comes to explaining how she feels about Crys-
tal. “Crystal is so compassionate. If someone 
needs help, she asks how she can help, and she 
shows up if she says she will do something. 
Her heart is one of the many things I treasure 
about her.”

going to propose at dinner that evening. When 
it didn’t happen, I think she was surprised, but 
she understood.” 

The next morning, they drove to the Grand 
Canyon. “Crystal did a majority of the driving 
through mountains and curves, which she 
hates.”

When they arrived at the park, Lydia tried 
to find a private spot—one that was “away 
from the edge of the canyon, in case either of 
us dropped the ring.” They ended up on a little 
overlook near the main path. Lydia said, “Babe, 
open this. I have a question.” 

Crystal responded, “Ummm, okay. Wait, is 
this real? Are you for real?”

“Yes. You are my one. Will you marry me?”
Still unconvinced, Crystal repeated, “For 

real?” 
“Of course,” Lydia said. “For real.” 
The couple was married on February 29, 

2020, in their backyard. “We had originally 
wanted to get married at the courthouse with 
a small dinner afterward with family. Once 
we looked at venues and prices, the guest list 
kept growing to where it was turning into a 
full-blown ceremony.” That’s when they real-
ized the perfect spot would be their very own 
backyard. “It was amazing, once we made the 
decision, how everything came together.” 

The ceremony also included Crystal’s 
oldest canine son, Bailey, who Crystal had 
had since he was a puppy. Gratefully, he held 
on long enough to be their ring bearer on the 
big day. The pointer and pit bull mix even got 
his very own boutonniere. “He grew up in the 
studio with Crystal and went everywhere with 
her. His approval was more important than 
anyone else’s,” Lydia says. Sadly, he passed 
away three months later. 

The couple said they kept the whole wed-
ding simple and sweet. “We left out the walk-
ing down the aisle part, and I really liked that. 
When our guests arrived in our backyard, we 
were there to greet them and visit before we 
cut the music and started the ceremony.”

One thing they knew they wanted for sure 
was roses and irises. “Roses represented Crys-
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St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church
1805 W. Alabama .......... ststephenshouston.org
Trinity Episcopal Church
1015 Holman St ..........www.trinitymidtown.org

CLEANING SERVICES
Dexter’s Five Star Service/Bob Samora
........................................................... 832/252-1961

COMMUNITY/NONPROFIT
AIDS Foundation Houston
Aidshelp.org .. 713/623-6796  Bering Connect
...............................................713-526-1017, ext.20
Diana Foundation
.......................................TheDianaFoundation.org  
EPAH 
...................................................................EPAH.org 
Greater Houston LGBT Chamber of Commerce
HoustonLGBTChamber.com ........832-510-3002
Harris County Sheriff’s Office
...........................................................hcsojobs.com
Houston GLBT Political Caucus 
.......................................................... thecaucus.org
KPFT Radio
kpft.org ........................................... 713-526-4000
Lesbian Health Initiative (LHI)
401 Branard .................................. lhihouston.org
Lesbians Over Age Fifty (L.O.A.F.)
lesbiansoverage50.org .................713/907-5378
MyGayHouston.com
.............................. MyGayHouston.com/discover
Pet Patrol
..................................................... ThePetPatrol.org
Planned Parenthood Gulf Coast
............................................ ppgulfcoast.org/lgbtq
Ryan White Planning Council
rwpcHouston.org .......................... 713-572-3724
The Woodlands PRIDE
...................................... thewoodlandstxpride.org

COMPUTERS/INTERNET/IT SERVICES
Copy.com
1201-F Westheimer ........................ 713/528-1201

CONSTRUCTION/REMODELING
Kitchen Bath & Décor
1707 S. Durham Drive .................. 832/620-1700

ENTERTAINMENT/NIGHT LIFE
Alley Theatre 
615 Texas Ave .............................alleytheatre.org
Galveston Island Convention 
..........................................................galveston.com
George Country Sports Bar
617 Fairview ...................................713/528-8102
Houston Eagle
611 Hyde Park........................HoustonEagle.com
JR’s/Santa Fe
808 Pacific ......................................  713/521-2519
La Granja Disco Y Cantina
5505 Pinemont Dr .........................713/518-6753
Midtown Houston
............................................Midtownhouston.com
Miller Outdoor Theatre
MillerOutdoorTheatre.com ..........281/373-3386
Papi’s
570 Waugh Dr ................................713/524-3559
Pearl Bar
4216 Washington .................. PearlHouston.com
ReBar
202 Tuam .........................................346/227-8613
Round Top Festival Institute 
248 Jaster Rd ..................................979/249-3129
Round Top Festival Hill
........................................................ FestivalHill.org
Society For The Performing Arts  
SPAHouston.org .............................713/227-4772
Stages Theatre
StagesTheatre.com ........................ 713-527-0123
Theatre Under The Stars
800 Bagby, Suite 200 ..................... tuts.com/out
Tony’s Corner Pocket
817 W. Dallas ..................................832/722-7658

FERTILITY/GYNECOLOGY
Aspire Fertility
AspireFertility.com ........................713/425-3003

ACCOMMODATIONS/APARTMENTS
Drewery Place
2850 Fannin St ............................. 281/990-6442 
Melrose Park Condominiums
712 Pinemont Dr ...........................346/200-7228
South Shore Harbour
2500 South Shore Blvd .................281/334-1000
The Tremont House
2300 Ships Mechanic Row ..........409/763-0300

ACCOUNTANTS/BOOKKEEPERS/ CPAS
Gary Gritz, CPA
230 Westcott, Ste 210 .................. 713/784-3030

ADVERTISING/MARKETING 
Ashkan Media
.................................................. Ashkanmedia.com
Mat Hat Maven Creative
madhatmaven.com ......................832/460-6263
OutSmart Magazine
3406 Audubon ...............................713/520-7237
 

AIR CONDITIONING/HEATING
Newport Air
newportair.net  .............................281/808-8630

ASTROLOGER
Lilly Roddy Astrology
...........................................................713/529-5842

ARTISTS
Crystal Murley Art
CrystalMurleyArt.com ............... 713/6281-0780
Hugo Perez
.......................................................thelovehue.com

ART APPAREL
Lovehue Art Apparel
.......................................................thelovehue.com

ART GALLERIES
Archway Gallery 
2305 Dunlavy ......................archwaygallery.com

El Amor Es Un Diablo
................................................2101 Winter St. #A7

ATTORNEYS/LEGAL SERVICES
Charles Hunter/Hayes Hunter PC
...........................................................281/768-4731
Gonzalez Olivieri LLC
gonzalezolivierillc.com .................713/481-3040
Katine & Nechman LLP
1834 Southmore. ...........................713/808-1001
Dwane Todd Law Firm
405 Main St., Ste 602 ................... 713/965-0658
       

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS
Ryan Automotive
716 Fairview. .................................713/522-3602
Tech Auto Maintenance
37 Waugh Dr. ................................. 713/863-8244

AUTOMOTIVE SALES 
Central Houston Cadillac/Tony Mcclelland
2520 Main St ...................................832/981-7590

Fred Haas Toyota World
FredHaasToyota.com  ...................832/764-8914

BANKING/FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Houston Federal Credit Union
......................................................HoustonFCU.org

BAKERIES/CUSTOM CAKES
David Alcorta Catering
davidalcorta.net ............................ 832/439-0224
Dessert Gallery
DessertGallery.com.......................713-522-9999

CATERING SERVICES
David Alcorta Catering
davidalcorta.net ............................ 832/439-0224

CHURCHES/SPIRITUAL CENTERS
Bering United Methodist
1440 Harold .................................. beringumc.org
First Christian Church
1601 Sunset ................................... 713/526-8125
Resurrection MCC
2025 W 11th .................................... 713/861-9149
St Paul’s United Methodist Church
5501 Main .......................................713/528-0527

FINANCIAL PLANNING/BANKS 
Richard Dickson/Galene Financial 
1700 W Loop S, Ste 255 ............... 713/489-4322
Elias Contreras/Merrill Lynch
580 Westlake Park Blvd., Ste 1630. .281/588-7114
Shane Theriot/Edward Jones
888-A Avenue A, Katy ................... 281/391-6137
Grace Yung/Midtown Financial
3355 Alabama, Ste 180 .................713/355-9833

FITNESS CLUBS/PERSONAL TRAINERS
Club Houston
2205 Fannin  .................................. 713/659-4998

FOOD/SPECIALTY & SPIRITS
Dripping Springs
................................... drippingspringsvodka.com

HAIR/NAIL/MAKE-UP SALONS
Avila’s Salon
1830 Southmore Blvd ................... 832/444-8274
Green Apple Salon 
719 W. Gray St ............................. 713/5212-0500
NU-Cuts Hair Salon
515 Westheimer ........................... 713/524-7858

HANDGUN TRAINING
Spartan Handgun Training
Spartanhnadguntraining.com .....281/435-2645

HEALTH-CHIROPRACTORS
Beauty & Wellness Doc/Dr. Alexia McClerkin
Sportsandwellnessdoc.com ........ 832/844-1754

HEALTH CARE–COUNSELING/THERAPY
D. “Woodja” Flanigan, MS, LPA 
2600 SW Fwy, Ste 409 ................. 713/589-9804
Denise O’Doherty, LPC, LMFT, LCDC, RN
3131 Eastside St., Ste. 435 ..........713/524-9525
Dr. Daniel Garza, MD
3131 Eastside St, Ste 4...................281/610-8190
Dr. Barry F. Gritz, MD
230 Westcott, Ste 210 .................. 713/869-7400
Houston Behavioral Healthcare Hospital
2801 N. Gessner Road ................. 877/489-4707
Jeffrey Myles/JM Professional Services
........................................................... 713/447-2164
The Montrose Center
401 Branard ................................... 713/529-0037
Robert Snellgrove, LMSW-ACP
4617 Montrose, Ste C206 ............. 713/522-7014
Wellsource Group
Jim Simon, MSN, APRN, PMHNP-BC
Bryan Boyle, M.Ed., BSN-RN, LPC-S
Wellsourcegroup.com...................713/481-2808
Christine Wysong 
230 Westcott, Ste 210 .................713/869-7400
 

HEALTH CARE–DENTISTS
Bayou City Smiles/Marcus de Guzman, DDS
2313 Edwards St., Ste. 150 ............ 713/518-1411
Bayou City Smiles/ Cynthia Corral, DDS
2313 Edwards St., Ste 150 ........... 713/518-1411
Cory Logan, DDS
530 Waugh Dr................................ 713/942-8598
LifeSmiles by Randy Mitchmore, DDS
1722 W. Alabama .......................... 713/592-9300
Montrose Dental Group/Samuel A. Carrell, DDS
620 W Alabama ............................713/529-4364
Montrose Dental Group/Austin T. Faulk, DDS
620 W Alabama ............................713/529-4364

HEALTH/HIV/COVID TESTING
Houston Health Department/HIV
................................................houstoniamlife.com
Houston Health Department/COVID
..........................................................houstontx.gov

HEALTH CARE/COLON/RECTAL CARE
Texas Oncology Surgical Specialists
7400 Fannin St., Set 1295 .............832/932-1720

HEALTH CARE-EMERGENCY CENTERS
Elite Care 24 Hour Emergency Center
2500 Rice Blvd ............................... 713/527-4400
Elite Care League City
2530 Gulf Fwy ................................281/337-7500
Elite Care Plano
20000 Dallas Pkwy., Ste. 100 .......972/378-7878
Beaumont Emergency Center
4004 College St ............................ 409/840-4004

Kingwood Emergency Hospital
Hwy 59 N.........................................832/777-6165
Elite Medical Center/Vegas, NV
150 E. Harmon Ave ......................702/546-0911

SignatureCare Emergency Centers
1007 Westheimer ...........................281/709-2897
1925 TC Jester ................................832/850-4338
1014 Wirt Rd ....................................832/924-0312
Additional locations ......................ercare24.com

HEALTH CARE-FOOT/ ANKLE SPECIALISTS
Sole Aesthetic/Dr. Vanessa T. Barrow
Soleaesthetictx.com ..................... 713/666-9934

HEALTH CARE-HIV/STD TESTING
Avenue 360
Avenue360.org ...............................713/426-0027
Legacy Community Health
...............................LegacyCommunityHealth.org

HEALTH CARE–OPHTHALMOLOGISTS
Houston Eye Associates/Stewart Zuckerbrod, MD
5420 Dashwood, Ste 101 .............. 713/668-9118

HEALTH CARE–OPTOMETRISTS
Boutique Eye Care
2502 Woodhead ............................713/528-2010
Eye Gallery
1806B Westheimer ........................713/523-1279
1700 Post Oak Blvd, Ste 110 ......... 713/622-7470
Eye To Eye
432 W. 19th .................................... 713/864-8822
Montrose Eye Care/ Dr. Paul Lovero
520 Waugh Dr ................................713/352-0974
Spectacles on Montrose
4317 Montrose, Ste. 2 ...................713/529-3937

HEALTH CARE/PHARMACIES
Avita Pharmacy
AvitaPharmacy.com ..................... 713/489-4362
Legacy Pharmacy
LegacyCommunityHealth.org/services/pharmacy/

HEALTH-PHYSICAL THERAPY
Crom Rehabilitation/Dr. Roy Rivera
Cromrehab.com .............................713/868-2766

HEALTH CARE/MED SPA
Utopia Plastic Surgery & Medspa
1121 Uptown Blvd., Ste. 16 ...........713/622-2272

HEALTH CARE–PHYSICIANS
Octavio Barrios, MD
507 West Gray ................................713/942-7546
7106 Spencer Highway ................ 281/542-9400
Gordon Crofoot, MD/Crofoot MD
3701 Kirby, Ste.1230 ..................... 713/526-0005
Abel Flores, MD/Crofoot MD
3701 Kirby, Ste.1230 ................... 713/526-0005
 M. Sandra Scurria, MD
6565 West Loop South, Ste 300 .. 281/661-5901
Derek Smith, AGPCNP-BC/Crofoot MD
3701 Kirby, Ste.1230 ..................... 713/526-0005
Maggie White,MPH FNP-BC AAHIVS/
Gordon Crofoot
3701 Kirby Dr., Ste.1230 .............. 713/526-0005

HEALTH CARE–SERVICES
Avenue 360
Avenue360.org ...............................713/426-0027
Harris County Public Health
Publichealth.harriscountytx.gov .713/439-6293
Houston Health Department
..........................................................houstontx.gov
Legacy Community Health
LegacyCommunityHealth.org .... 832/548 5000
Ryan White Planning Council
RWPCHouston.org.........................713/572-3784
St. Hope Foundation
offeringhope.org ............................713/778-1300

HEALTH CARE–SKIN CARE
Heights Dermatology/Alpesh Desai, MD
2120 Ashland ................................. 713/864-2650
SkinCeuticals/SkinLab by Dr. Roth
2800 Kirby, Ste B-212 ................... 713/559-9300
Skin Renaissance Laser/Octavio Barrios, MD
507 West Gray ................................713/942-7546

A D V E R T I S E R S  I N D E X
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The Skin Renewal Center
1512 West Alabama ...................... 713/533-0800

HEALTH CARE-WEIGHT LOSS CLINICS
Dr. B-Fit/ Octavio Barrios, MD
517 West Gray ................................713/942-7546

HOME FURNISHINGS/ACCESSORIES
Cantoni
9889 Westheimer ...........................cantoni.com
coda
355 W 19th ......................................713/864-4411

INSURANCE AGENCIES/AGENTS
Lane Lewis/Farmers Insurance
2200 North Loop W, Ste 136 ...... 713/688-8669

Modern Risk Insurance/Dustin Harwell
1757 Katy Fwy Ste 1300 ................281/400-1205
Patrick Torma/Goosehead Insurance
3420 Rusk, Ste. 22 .........................281/723-1294

INVESTMENTS
Doug Smith/Hawthorne Funds
............................................HawthorneFunds.com

JEWELERS
Silverlust
1338-C Westheimer .................... 713/520-5440
Tenenbaum Jewelers
4310 Westheimer ...........................713/629-7444

LANDSCAPING/GARDENING
Joshua’s Native Plants & Antiques 
502 W. 18th St ................................713/862-7444

MASSAGE THERAPISTS
Ryan Fugate, RMT
RyanMassageWorks.com .............713/269-7926
Tom Zeppelin/Zeppelin Massage
ZeppelinMassage.com ................. 713/542-0426

PEST CONTROL SERVICES
Andy’s All Star Pest Control
........................................................... 713/732-7742

PET SERVICES& SUPPLIES
Bayou City Veterinary Hospital
4720 Washington .......................... 713/343-9909
Midtown Veterinary Hospital
MidtownVetHospital.com............ 713-528-4900
Natural Pawz
208 Westheimer .....................  naturalpawz.com
Pet Patrol
..................................................... ThePetPatrol.org
Spay-Neuter Assistance Program
Snapus.org. .....................................713/862-3863
The Ruff – House Cage Free Daycare & Boarding
712 Fairview .................................... 713/521-7877
The Urban Vet
2625 Louisiana St.Ste D100........713/903-2364
West Alabama Animal Clinic
2030 W. Alabama...........................713/528-0818
Yale Street Dog House
1610 Yale St…….……………346/256-2338

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Dalton DeHart Photography
DaltonDehart.com .........................713/622-2202
Yvonne Feece Photography
yvonnefeece.com ..........................832/876-1053

PHOTOGRAPHY
Houston Camera Exchange
5900 Richmond Ave ......................713/789-6901

PLUMBING
U-Plumb-It Plumbing Supply
1424 Montrose ............................... 713-942-2277

POOLS & POOL SERVICES
Timothy’s Pool Services
.........................................................832/603-0527 
Venture Pools
........................................................... 713/447-9201

POLITICIANS
Sylvester Mayor Turner 
................................................sylvesterturner.com
John Whitmire
...................................................johnwhitmire.com
Kim Ogg
............................................................kim-ogg.com

PRINTING/COPY CENTERS
Copy.com
1201-F Westheimer ........................ 713/528-1201

REAL ESTATE–MORTGAGE/TITLE 
Cody Grizzoffi/NRL Mortgage
Codygrizzoffi.com ..........................832-541-1103
J. Friedman Mortgage
JFriedmanLoans.com ...... 713/785-LOAN (5626
Chicago Title –Inner Loop
3700 Buffalo Speedway ................713/418-7000
Keith Russell/Republic State Mortgage 
2121 Sage Road, Ste 140 ...............713/299-4981

REAL ESTATE–REALTORS 
Tim Anthony/Anthony Upton Properties 
AnthonyUptonProperties.com ... 713/528-0050
Brooks Ballard/Engel & Volkers
309 Gray .......................................... 713/522-7474
David Bowers/The House Company/Galveston
David@DavidBowers.com .........409/763-2800
Mike Copenhaver/Remax Metro
mikecopenhaver@remax.net  ... 713/528-4963
Jeremy Fain/Greenwood King Properties
...........................................................713/677-4337
Karen Derr/Karen Derr Realty
karenderr.com ...............................713/875-7050
Emily Kinert/Texas Elite Properties
...........................................................214/629-6515
Bob Jones/Nan Properties
...........................................................713/876-1990
Thomas Phillips/KW Memorial
t.phillips@kw.com ....................... 832/305-7848
Debbie Levine/Greenwood King Properties
...........................................................713/942-6857
Lynette Lew/Better Homes and Gardens
LynetteLew.com. ............................713/582-2202
Danny Pleason/Martha Turner
Dannypleason.com .......................832/661-1502
Dan Ritchel/Helen Guillory Real Estate
........................................................... 214/384-1164
 Tom Schwenk/Tom’s Galveston Real Estate 
Tomsgalvestonrealestate.com .... .713-857-2309
VJ Tramonte/Joe Tramonte Realty 
1802 Broadway/Galveston .......... 409/765-9837
Martha Turner Properties
Marthaturner.com ......................... 713/520-1981
B. Kent Turner/Coldwell Banker
..........................................................479/363-6586
Calvin Upton/Anthony Upton Properties 
AnthonyUptonProperties.com ... 713/528-0050
Andy Weber/John Daugherty Realtors
520 Post Oak .................................. 713/724-4306
Christopher Williams/ 
Gary Greene - Post Oak Park
...........................................................713/885-4419

RESTAURANTS/COFFEE/WINE BARS
Bollo Houston Wood Fired Pizza
2202 W Alabama St .......................713/677-0391
Dessert Gallery
DessertGallery.com.......................713-522-9999
Eugene’s 
1985 Welch St ................................ 713/807-8883
Free Grillin’/Chef Michele 
...........................................................832/419-0165
Giacomo’s Cibo e Vino
3215 Westheimer ........................... 713/522-1934
Gloria’s Latin Cuisine
2616 Louisiana ...............................832/360-1710 
Hamburger Mary’s
2409 Grant ......................................713/677-0674
Katz’s Deli
616 Westheimer Rd ........ katzsneverkloses.com
Khyber Grill
2510 Richmond Ave .......................713/942-9424
Niko Niko’s
2520 Montrose ...............................713/528-4976
Niko Niko’s
1040 W. Sam Houston Prkwy. N .832/981-4976
The Red Lion Pub & Eating House
2316 S. Shepherd Dr..................... 281/888-3599
Pizza Birra Vino
544 Waugh Dr ............................... 832/581-3664
Riva’s Italian Restaurant
1117 Missouri St ............................. 713/529-3450

A D V E R T I S E R S  I N D E X

Thank You 
for supporting 

our advertisers! 

NURTURE 
your LOCAL 
BUSINESSES 

WHO believe IN 

EQUALITY.

Urban Eats
3414 Washington Ave ........ feasturbaneats.com

RETAIL/SPECIALTY FOODS
Phoenicia Specialty Foods
1001 Austin St………………. 832/ 360-2222

TELEVISION/ENTERTAINMENT
KPRC 2
................................................. click2houston.com
KTRK
................................................................ abc13.com

THRIFT STORES
Out Of The Closet/AHF
1435 Westheimer ...........................713/391-8990

TRAVEL/TRAVEL AGENCIES
Aquafest
Aquafestcruises.com ....................800/592-9058
Concierge Travel, Inc
4920 Mimosa ...................................713/661-2117

WEDDING SERVICES/BAKERS 
David Alcorta Catering
davidalcorta.net ............................ 832/439-0224
Dessert Gallery
DessertGallery.com.......................713-522-9999

WEDDING SERVICES/CATERERS
David Alcorta Catering
davidalcorta.net ............................ 832/439-0224

WEDDING SERVICES/PHOTO/VIDEO
Dalton DeHart Photography
DaltonDehart.com .........................713/622-2202
Yvonne Feece-Tran Photography
yvonnefeece.com ..........................832/876-1053

Get listed on this page. 
Call 713/520-7237 for details.
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MARKETPLACE 
ADVERTISING RATES

Nov. 15  for the Dec.  Issue. 

For rates/information
call 713/520-7237 ext. 710.

COMPUTER SERVICES

Thank you for supporting 
OutSmart Advertisers!

Please be sure to tell them 
you saw their ad in OutSmart.

M A R K E T P L A C E  C L A S S I F I E D S

Idle hands are the devil’s 
workshop. Find new clients 
for your massage business.

Place your ad today. 
713/520-7237 ext. 710

SALE OR LEASE

David Bowers
david@davidbowers.com

409-763-2800

2115 Postoffice
Circa 1910   • Large downtown loft

with 2 car garage • $359,500

5301 Winnie
22 unit mini-storage • 

Owner financing available • $250,000

2122 Ave K
Circa 1900 • Two story Victorian

3/1.5/3 plus 2 bedroom with
garage apartment • $342,500

5021 Crockett Blvd
3/3/2 Did not flood in Ike

Circa 1945 Large lot • $269,500

SERVICES–HEALTH

Send your cover letter 
and resume to 

employment@outsmartmagazine.com

APPLY TODAY!

We have immediate openings for 
experienced advertising executives 

at OutSmart Media Company.

Salary, commissions, and benefi ts.
A creative, fun environment.

Stay COVID-19 Safe

YOUR COMPUTER ASSISTANT

NOW WITH
REMOTE SUPPORT!

EMPLOYMENT

Complete Pest Control Service
6 Month Warranty - on Standard Pest Control 

This is Termite Swarming Season
Call us to Protect your Investment

TPCL# 13558

Andy’s All-stAr
Pest Control
              713-732-7742

Call
Andy

for a free quote

Andy Sassie – Owner

WHETHER YOU WANT
SOMETH ING S IMPLE OR EXOTIC 

We have the talent and experience 
to achieve your design and budget!

New Cons t ruc t i on ,  Renova t i ons , 
Week l y  Ma in tenance  & Repa i rs

713.462.0762    |    venturepoolco.com
Family Owned & Operated since 1999

R E I K I
E N E R G Y
HEALING

Heal Your 
Body

Clear Your 
Energies

Create A Life
You Love Awaken 

Your Soul

Discover 
The Love 

Within

832-786-0016  |  FindLoveWithin.Me
at Spectrum Center

SERVICES

MASSSAGE

http:// findlovewithin.me 
http:// venturepoolco.com 
http:// outsmartmagazine.com
mailto:david@davidbowers.com
mailto:david@davidbowers.com
mailto:employment@outsmartmagazine.com
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Voted Houstons best
massage therapist, 2009, 2010,
2011, 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016,
2017, 2018, 2019 & 2020!
–outsmart magazine

General Dermatology
Cosmetic Dermatology
Skin Cancer Surgery
Micro Laser Peel
IPL Photofacial 
Microneedling
Chemical Peels

Botox & Fillers
Laser Hair Removal

Leg & Facial Veins
iS Clinical

Glytone
EltaMD

obagi

HEIGHTS DERMATOLOGY 
& AESTHETIC CENTER

Come in for a free cosmetic consultation!

Dr. Alpesh Desai
Dr. Tejas Desai

Board Certified 
Dermatologists

2120 Ashland St.
Houston, TX  77008

713.864.2659

HeightsSkin.com

Now offering: Superficial Radiation Therapy (SRT) for the 
non-surgical treatment of non-melanoma skin cancers.

Lynette Lew • 713.582.2202 
Residential and Commercial Realtor
Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Gary Greene
Gary Greene Commercial Properties

Lynette@LynetteLew.com  |  www.LynetteLew.com

LILLY RODDY
A S T R O L O G E R

Voted BEST ASTROLOGER 
by OutSmart Readers

713.529.5842
lillycath@aol.com • www.lillyroddy.com

CONSULTATIONS BY 
APPOINTMENT ONLY

GIFT CERTIFICATES • CREDIT CARDS

Right now is the perfect opportunity
TO BE PROUD OF WHO YOU ARE
TO BE COMPASSIONATE TO 
YOURSELF AND OTHERS

Voted BEST ASTROLOGER 

TO SHOW GRATITUDE TO THOSE 
YOU LOVE AND TRULY APPRECIATE

Thank you again 
to my OutSmart 

readers for voting me 
Best Astrologer for 
all of these years.”

Personal astrological sessions

Relationship readings - personal / business

Presentations & lectures to organizations

LillyRoddy_Nov14.indd   1 10/21/14   11:29 AM

http:// heightsskin.com 
http:// www.lillyroddy.com 
http:// www.lynettelew.com 
http://outsmartmagazine.com 
mailto:lillycath@aol.com
mailto:lynette@lynettelew.com
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A Period of Delay 
Make sure you take time for yourself.

S I G N  O U T

By LILLY RODDY

N
ovember is a very busy month this 
year. Mercury goes stationary direct 
on Election Day, November 3, and 
this often means a delay in getting 
election results, as it has in the past. 
Mercury will be fully direct by No-
vember 10. We are still under a period 

of delay, as Mars is also retrograde and not direct 
until December 2. We will slowly begin to move 
forward with new energy as we get into December, 
although the tensions will remain high through 
the beginning of the year. We have an eclipse on 
November 30 in Gemini that can bring light, aware-
ness, and change for Geminis and Sagittarians.
This month is edgy, and will require us to be on 
our toes. Days of tension are November 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 
11, 15, 17, 19, 22, 27, and 29. Make sure you take time 
for yourself, especially on these days.

The sun begins the month in Scorpio and eventually enters 
Sagittarius on the 21st. Mercury begins the month retrograde 
in Libra and re-enters Scorpio full direct on the 10th. Venus 
enjoys her journey through Libra, her home sign, and enters 
Scorpio on the 21st. Mars continues his journey through 
Aries, while Jupiter, Saturn, and Pluto continue to plow the 
ground in Capricorn. Uranus opens our eyes as she travels 
through Taurus, and Neptune enjoys floating in her watery 
sign of Pisces!

ARIES (Mar. 21–Apr. 19) This continues to be a highly 
energetic time for you. You are continuing to take life more 
personally, so you’ll have some sleepless nights and need 
some exercise to burn off excess energy. It is harder to be 
patient with the delays you encounter. Relationships can 
be more volatile, even with good communications. You are 
reassessing your skills and resources, and exploring new 
ways to define who you are. Work and career directions 
are still up in the air, and that’s likely to continue through 
January. Focus on taking care of current projects, and don’t 
add anything new until after December 2. You will begin to 
feel a bit lighter by the end of the month.

TAURUS (Apr. 20–May 20) Creating change, reinvent-
ing yourself, and generating greater trust in your relation-
ships is all part of your November. With relationships, this is a 
great time to get out of town with your partner and rediscover 
the magic that drew you together. Your partnership needs 
some attention, and old problems can arise that need to be 
addressed or your relationship may come to an end. With 
your work, you are slowly starting to get a better handle on 
the direction you might take. Work decisions are best delayed 
until December, but this is an excellent month to analyze your 
data. New opportunities are opening up on the career front, 
but they may not be available until midmonth. 

GEMINI (May 21–June 21) As the month opens, you 
are trying to get yourself back on your schedule and the 

SCORPIO (Oct. 24–Nov. 21) Happy Birthday to the Scorpios, Eagles, and Phoenixes! This is your personal yearly cycle 
when you get to review what you did last year and set new goals for yourself this year. With Mercury retrograde in your sign, 
this is an especially introspective time for you. Mercury continues retrograde until November 10, and that should help you 
become clearer about your ideas. It will be best to wait until December 2 before putting your fence posts in cement. In your 
partnerships, you are looking for freedom of expression and friendship. This is also a good time to write, promote yourself, 
and become more involved in social media as a moneymaking outlet. For some of you, this is the time to completely change 
your career direction or even retire. Spend time focused on you—your pleasures, and what excites you the most!
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routines that have been out of whack for most of 2020. This is 
an excellent month to restart any exercise or healthy-eating 
programs, reorganize your office space and your kitchen 
pantry, and take care of the projects you have been avoiding. 
Don’t put yourself in a box by overcommitting. Mercury, your 
ruler, is retrograde through November 10. After that date you 
can begin to explore new projects and adventures, but it may 
be best to wait until December 2 before you start anything. 
Relationship energies get a big boost at the end of the month 
with the eclipse occurring in your relationship sector. This 
can help to reinvigorate your current relationship, or open 
the door to something new!  

CANCER (June 22–July 22) The next couple of months 
will be a big period of change for the Moon Kids. You are 
definitely rethinking your career choices and directions, but 
you are holding off on taking action until after December 2. 
Relationships continue to need time, nurturing, and some 
upgrading to keep them in line with your path and goals. 
In the early part of this month, you will want to make your 
home more comfortable and beautiful. You are also in a more 
creative period, so take more time for artistic expression 
or just some time with your kids. They will help loosen you 
up! Toward the end of the month, you are ready to put your 
plans into action.

LEO (July 23–Aug. 22) Career and home are especially 
active this month. On your career path, you may feel bored 
with your current direction unless you find something that 
excites the passion in you. At home, you are trying to generate 
some order as you try to adjust to new agendas and sched-
ules. This is a good time to explore new remodeling ideas, 
but wait until December 2 to start anything. Communication 
needs to be as clear as possible this month, especially with 
family and co-workers. Double-check all messages and 
plans, particularly with the holidays coming up. You are 
looking for new ways to express your traditions this year, 
and you may even decide to skip them altogether. Focus on 
making the holidays fun for you!

VIRGO (Aug. 23–Sept. 22) Your ability to express 
yourself clearly continues to improve. This month is very 

good for writing, working with social media, or promoting 
your services in a unique way. Despite your adaptability, 
you can do better by focusing on what satisfies you, rather 
than always using your energy to support others. Watch 
your impulse-spending this month—you will be drawn to 
the shiny and expensive items! Your relationship needs 
and goals continue to change as you explore new ways to 
connect with your partner. Relationship energies improve in 
December, even if you are single. By the end of the month, 
you are more focused on your home and family. Keep your 
family-visits schedule very flexible during the holidays so 
you can change your plans to suit your mood.

LIBRA (Sept. 23–Oct. 23) This continues to be an 
active and energetic month for you, despite the demands 
and obligations that you feel you must tend to. Home, fam-
ily, and traditions are really highlighted this month with 
Thanksgiving just around the corner. You will miss the 
traditional gatherings, but you can reinvent that tradition to 
suit our current crazy environment. Relationships are still 
very active, but they need attention to make sure they are 
fun and enjoyable. The problems that arise are old issues 
that can finally be resolved. This can be a challenge to your 
partnership, and it could come to an end without a resolution. 
Finances will have a strong focus this month. You are looking 
at upgrading your skills with new training, or by shifting your 
direction toward a new career. You will be better prepared 
to make these decisions in December.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22–Dec. 21) As the month begins, 
you are in a time of rest and retreat, despite the demands 
that are being placed on you. Finances and the economy 
have your full attention this month as you work to relieve 
yourself of debt and other financial obligations. Friends and 
social support groups are especially important in the early 
part of the month. Your work environment this month is a bit 
edgy, as people are impatient and freaked out because of the 
pandemic and the economy. Focus on projects that you like, 
rather than just the obligatory ones. You are looking to step 
away from your usual holiday traditions this month and find 
a little more inner peace. Your creative energies rebound at 
the end of the month.

http:// outsmartmagazine.com 
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22–Jan. 19) With all of the planets in Capricorn over the last couple 
of months, you could easily be feeling stuck or just overwhelmed by the decisions you 
need to make. This gets easier as we get to mid-December. Friends and business-support 
organizations can be helpful by offering alternative solutions to broaden your options. 
November may have you on edge as you try to deal with the drama that your family is 
creating. You want to keep them safe, but you may be trying to do that all by yourself. 
Relationships are a bit demanding, as you need to focus your energy on yourself and the 
future. Look to friends for emotional support—a shoulder to lean on, a listening ear, or help 
with finding more time to focus on you so you’ll feel more appreciated. As the holidays get 
closer, you will need some time for rest and relaxation.

AQUARIUS  (Jan. 20–Feb. 18) Change, decision making, and redefining your long-
term goals are all on the table as we meander through November. You are working on 
setting better boundaries for yourself and those around you. With work, you are looking 
to take on a leadership role or possibly start your own business. You definitely need 
something new to keep your brain active and excited. You will want to wait until after 
December 2 before you put new plans into action. Relationships also get better by the 
end of the month. If you are involved, this is a great time to have some time together. If 
you are single, this is a much better time to meet new people for friendship and long-term 
relationships after the holidays!

PISCES (Feb. 19–Mar. 20) This is a month of mixed energies for you. A part of you is 
ready to step back and retreat as the holiday energy begins to build. But another part of 
you is looking to the future and what you will be doing next. You are having mixed feelings 
about the holidays in general, since they seem so far from the idyllic scenes of years gone 
by. This is a very creative time for you, and it could include writing, teaching, publishing, 
and getting your ideas out there. You are looking at the previous work you have done as a 
way to motivate yourself for your future. Watch your spending, as impulse-buying is a big 
problem during the holidays. Work and career seem clearer toward the end of the month. 
Relationships are flowing along, but you are setting boundaries about what you will do 
and what you won’t do. Make sure all communications are clear, and double-check any 
documents you need to sign.

For more astro-insight, log on to lillyroddy.com. 

We specialize in SMALL BREEDS!
And, Don’t Forget Your PET’S Fresh Baked Holiday Treats!

Voted Best 
Doggie Day Care

Hours
Monday – Friday
6:30am-7:00pm

Saturday – Sunday 
9:00am-4:00m

WE ARE NOW
ON UBER EATS!

1610 YALE STREET  -  HOUSTON, TX 77008
346.256.2338

Make Your Holiday
Boarding, grooming & Doggie Daycare

Reservations Now!

http:// lillyroddy.com.
http:// outsmartmagazine.com 
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W I G G I N G  O U T

Approaching 30 years of drag 
entertaining, including every-
thing from competing in pag-
eants to hosting weekly shows, 
Lana Blake makes her presence 

known via her unforgettable quick wit on the 
microphone as well as her unabashed political 
musings on social media. She’s also known 
for her signature red hair, which matches her 
fiery attitude. Learn more about how this local 
loudmouth earned her nickname.

Pronouns? 
She/her

Hometown? 
Born and raised in Pasadena, Texas.

Inner avatar? 
Since we’re coming off of election season, I 
would say Bernie Sanders. He’s resilient and 
articulate, and when people realize what he 
was trying to do, I think they will erect monu-
ments to him.

Tell us about singing live. 
Growing up, I wanted to be a professional 
singer, but I thought I had a snowball’s chance 
in hell to “make it.” Drag became my way of 
modifying my dream and still being famous. 
I remember running for Miss Texas USofA 
years ago. I decided to sing live as Cher. It was 
also the anniversary of Elvis’ death, so I sang 
“Walking in Memphis” and finished in the 
Top 12. I knew I couldn’t put the genie 
back in the bottle after that, so now I 
host karaoke and try to incorporate live 
singing at almost every show.

Share more about your very 
opinionated social-media 
posts. 
I tell people who thank 
me for my social-
media presence that 
I’m self-employed, 
so my boss really 
doesn’t care about 
my mouth. I know 
a lot of people who 
are unable to speak 
out about things 
that bother them, 
for fear of losing 
their jobs. I like to 
think of myself as 
the voice of the 
people.

Any thoughts about Transgender Aware-
ness Week (November 13–19)? 
I have to commend two individuals in the trans 
community who have impressed me so much 
this past year. Taryn Taylor is Miss Texas  
USofA, and she has completely changed the 
game for anyone going forward. She was on 
social media with a historical retrospective 
the likes of which I’ve never seen. I would rel-
ish reading a new history lesson each morning 
[that she would post about] the system and its 
legacy. Also Tommie Ross, who is Pride Hous-
ton’s 2020 Female-Identifying Grand Marshal. 
She’s not only been active on social media, 
but I saw my beautiful sister on the 6 o’clock 
news recently. That’s truly historic for a trans 
woman of color to be spoken about in such a 
positive light, especially in the South.

Any Thanksgiving traditions? 
Thanksgiving is a time for reflection and giving 
thanks for what we have. But this year we don’t 
have much, financially. So I’m thankful for my 
health, my tenacity, and my resilience, even 
through this is a very difficult year. As for tradi-
tion, I usually end up at friends’ houses enjoy-
ing a great meal, conversation, and libations.

What do you do outside of drag? 
I have several hobbies, and I love TV. But I’m 
also a business owner. I have been doing hair 
for as long as I’ve been entertaining! My salon 
is Alex Burton Studios, located at 6100 Wes-

theimer in Houston. I do cuts for all genders, 
color and highlights, and waxing (from the 

neck up). My prices are very reasonable. 
I’m in a private suite, so my studio 

is very safe. I clean and disinfect 
between every client, and masks 

are required for service. If you’re 
interested in an appoint-

ment, contact me through 
social media or my office 
number: 281-804-8304.

When we’re not 
practicing social 
distancing, where can 
people see Lana Blake 
perform? 
Barcode on Sunday, 
Wednesday, and Thurs-
day nights. Hope-
fully I’ll be back at 
Michael’s Outpost on 
Friday and Saturday 
nights again soon. 

 

The
Mouth
of the
South

Lana Blake is well known
for her outspoken attitude.  

By SAM BYRD 
Photo by ALEX ROSA

Follow Lana on 
Facebook and
on Instagram  

@thelanablake. 
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GREAT
SKIN
MADE
EASY.

DISCOVER A SERUM AS UNIQUE AS YOU
Looking to improve the appearance of 
wrinkles, fine lines, uneven skin, and acne?

INTRODUCING 

SKINCEUTICALS 
CUSTOM D.O.S.E
Personalized correction designed for your skin

2 8 0 0  K I R B Y  D R  B 2 1 2  •  H O U S T O N ,  T X  7 7 0 9 8 
(7 13) 559-9300 • VISIT WESTAVEPLASTICSURGERY.COM/SKINCEUTICALS-SKINLAB 
@WESTAVEPLASTICSURGERY 

NOW OPEN IN RIVER OAKS AT SHOPS AT ARRIVE

RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY 
CUSTOM D.O.S.E* WITH YOUR FIRST 
PURCHASE OF $200 OR MORE ($195 value).

http:// westaveplasticsurgery.com/skinceuticals-skinlab 


1121 Uptown Park Blvd Ste 16
Houston Texas 77056

www.UtopiaPlasticSurgery.com

JUVÉDERM 

RESTYLANE  

HAIR RESTORATION

DIAMOND GLOW FACIAL

VI PEEL

IPL PHOTOFACIAL

BOTOX & DYSPORT 

TRUSCULPT - Skin tightening and

body contouring treatment

SECRET RF – Resurfacing and 

skin tightening treatment

To learn more about plastic surgery, 
or non-surgical aesthetic treatments, 

contact us. 713.622.2277

Before and after
Lip Filler

Before and after
TruSculpt three sessions under the
chin can be used anywhere on body.

http:// www.utopiaplasticsurgery.com 
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